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With the start of the Anthropocene era, human-driven actions became noticeable on 
the scale of the planet; many of our unsustainable activities cause significant changes to 
the Earth’s environment. Four of the nine planetary boundaries for sustainable 
development have already been overpassed, among them the most important are the 
climate change and biodiversity loss. To return to safe operating zone the scientists have 
established 6 key structural transformations to be tackled in the next decades. In this 
thesis we point to two of them: i) energy transformation, ii) urban sustainable 
transformation. 
The global tendency for changing the world energy map is a booming topic, and 
more efforts should be scaled up to shift the current energy production systems towards 
the use of cleaner and less carbon-intensive sources. Currently, fossil fuels share about 
80% of the primary energy use. Their high specific energy density and combustion 
temperatures up to 2500 ºC make them excellent energy carriers capable of meeting 
extreme energy demands. But unfortunately, large amounts of fossil fuels are used 
inefficiently to cover energy demands below 260 ºC, a large fraction of which belongs to 
the residential-commercial sector. According to the European Environment Agency, in 
2013 this sector represented 40% of the total final energy consumption. In order to 
improve its energy efficiency, this sector should use alternative energy sources, 
particularly for space heating. 
On top of that United Nations expects a global fast growing of the cities, with the 
urbanization reaching 66% by 2050. This will provoke significant increases in the world 
energy demands. The International Energy Outlook projects that the global energy 
consumption will evolve by 48% in 2040 with a growth in the usage of crude oil and 
natural gas by 30% and 53.2%, respectively. This outlook trend leads to serious 
environmental problems such as more greenhouse gas emissions and the subsequent 
impact on the climate. 
Europe is one of the relevant players in this scenario contributing 21.6% to the 
overall energy consumption. Additionally, in the European Union the building stock 
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accounts for about 40% of the total energy demand, while the residential sector 
consumes 63% of this energy. According to estimations of the US Energy Information 
Administration, the energy consumption demand for the residential section in the EU 
increases by an average of 0.9% per year. Along with all these figures, the residential 
buildings are the fourth most important source of GHG in the EU and it accounted for 
about 10% of the total GHG in 2016. In response to this challenge, the EU has adopted 
the 2020 climate and energy package which includes a set of requisite legislation to 
tackle the environmental concerns and support the energy security and independence. 
The package sets three main targets: (i) reduce by 20% the GHG emissions compared to 
the 1990 levels, (ii) increase the renewable energy share and (iii) improve its energy 
efficiency by 20%. In 2013, the EU approved a new ambitious framework for the climate 
and energy between 2020 and 2030. This strategy plans to cut the GHG emissions by 
40%, to achieve a share of at least 27% of renewable energies, and to improve the 
energy efficiency by at least 27%. 
Over the past decades, various technologies based on renewable energy sources 
have been put forward as viable alternatives to the use of fossil fuels, including wind 
power, hydropower, waste energy, geothermal energy, bio energy, solar energy and 
energy storage. In the residential-commercial sector, and especially in large cities or inner 
city areas, these technologies can become even more competitive if they are integrated in 
an existing district heating network. 
Among all the renewable energy resources, the solar thermal energy obtained a 
considerable attention since it is a CO2 neutral and it can be used for both space and 
water heating. Apparently, the solar thermal technologies could satisfy substantially the 
heat demand in the residential sector in many countries. Furthermore, it has several 
advantages which include (i) savings in the primary energy consumption at the end user 
and country planning level, (ii) increase in energy security against the fluctuations in the 
prices of the conventional energy resources, (iii) decrease the dependency on the 
electricity from the network, and (iv) contribute to the network stabilization. These solar 
thermal energy systems continue to increase their market share across whole Europe. 
More than 1.2 GWthermal was installed within 2015 to raise the total installed capacity to 
34.4 GWthermal.  
However, the solar thermal systems are facing a great challenge of intermittency and 
predictability, which cause a gap between the supply and the energy demand. The 
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thermal energy storage (TES) systems can effectively solve this issue. There are three 
main categories of the TES. These categories include the sensible TES through a 
temperature gradient, the latent TES based on the phase change materials, and the 
thermo-chemical TES through chemical reactions. Currently, sensible storage is the most 
common system to be used in the residential sector, while latent and chemical systems 
are promising technologies under development. 
To maximize the benefits from the central solar heating plants with seasonal and 
short-term storages in the residential sector, the optimal sizing of the system components 
and their operation should be planned properly. This can turn into a computationally 
requesting task. 
The aim of this work was to develop a systematic multi-objective optimization (MOO) 
framework for optimizing the design of CSHPSS plants considering economic and 
environmental aspects simultaneously. To this end, a simulation-optimization 
methodology was developed based on a CSHPSS plant modeled in TRNSYS 18 that was 
optimized by a generic optimization tool (i.e. GenOpt) according to economic and 
environmental indicators. The latter objective was assessed through LCA principles, 
which quantify the impact caused in all the stages in the life cycle of the energy system. 
The inspiring numerical results showed that improvements in cost and environmental 
impact can be achieved simultaneously, comparing to a conventional heating system. 
With this knowledge we amplified the range of our study and investigated the optimal 
configurations of CSHPSS in different EU member states and identified forecast models 
for the cases which predict reductions in the cost of the installation of such systems in the 
near future. Moreover, with the expected growth of the prices of the primary non-
renewable sources makes this type of plants even more attractive with the years. 
In summary, the proposed methodology can serve as a supportive tool for decision- 
and policy-makers helping them assess the potential of the CSHPSS plants in Europe 
and subsequently, promote a clear statement towards the possibility of achieving the 
2030 European climate and energy framework targets, and sustainable development. 
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1. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
The world we are living in has always been going through series natural changes. 
Historically human-kind had no significant effect on the course of the events, on the 
global scale. Until recently, when the human-driven actions started to cause noticeable 
changes to the Earth’s environment. This determined the beginning of a new era, the 
Anthropocene [1]. Since the beginning of this epoch (scientists arguable affirm that the 
Anthropocene started in the 1800’s with the rise of the Industrial Revolution) the effects of 
humans have escalated drastically. The atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration is 
used by specialists to quantify the progression of the Anthropocene [2]. Its concentration 
went from the preindustrial value of 270 ppm to about 310 ppm by 1950. But the Great 
Acceleration occurred in the next 30 years; the CO2 concentration reached 380 ppm. 
Almost 40 years later, the panorama has not changed significantly; on the contrary, 
continuous population growth and increase in the demands of primary resources together 
with the climatic problems ring the bell for immediate actions which should lead the 
modern society to a sustainable development. This development, defined by Brundtland 
Commission as the development “that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [3], represents a 
real challenge with not trivial steps to be taken. Usually these steps constitute tough 
sustainable challenges which should simultaneously satisfy three goals: the economic, 
environmental and social. The goals together represent the main pillars of sustainability 
[4] and their achievement requires initiatives, concrete actions, strong strategies, plans 
and policies to be generated. The decision- and policy-makers oversee the solution of 
these types of complex multi-stakeholder problems. In this context, unbiased, 
scientifically backed up information becomes a valuable argument capable of giving the 
push towards a faster transition to a sustainable future. 
The impacts on the Earth system derived from human activities are putting our future 
at risk. To reverse the negative tendencies of the last decades, Rockström et al. [5] and 
Steffen et al. [2] suggested to impose planetary boundaries (see the current situation in 
Fig. I-1) which can be seen as global sustainable challenges. These 9 boundaries extend 
to: chemical pollution, load of atmospheric aerosols, biodiversity loss, change in land use, 
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use of global freshwater, biogeochemical flows (nitrogen and phosphorus cycles), 
stratospheric ozone depletion, ocean acidification, and climate change. According to the 
authors, 4 of the boundaries have already exceeded the safe operating zone. Two of 
those boundaries are considered of core importance for the maintenance of the current 
stable state, they are the climate change and the biodiversity loss. A significant 
perturbation of any of the planetary boundaries may provoke a chain reaction and 
destabilize the whole Earth system taking us to a new state. 
 
Fig. I-1. Current picture of the planetary boundaries suggested by Rockström [5]. 
The whole society must take responsibility in the transition to sustainable 
development, however, the key role on designing and promoting the strategies and 
policies lays on the governments and legislative bodies and businesses of all levels 
(local, national or international). Making wise decisions on all the types of complex 
problems arisen from that matter is extremely difficult since most likely the alternatives 
will affect multiple stakeholders with conflicting interests. The need of developing 
systematic tools to ease the decision-making process served as the main motivation for 
the realization of this thesis. 
Rockström et al. [6] proposed 6 key structural transformations to be applied 
worldwide to move in the sustainable development trajectory. In this work, we point to two 
of those transformations: 
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i) Energy transformation, through installation of heating systems which help to 
shift towards a low-carbon economy; 
ii) Urban sustainability transformation, supporting the installation of centralized 
heating systems in the residential sector. 
The trends indicate that these two key structural transformations may become 
relevant in the near future as many of the global energy-related challenges will be solved 
in an urban context [7]. In the context of this thesis, the two transformations make 
reference to centralized solar heating plants with seasonal storage (CSHPSS). In section 
1 of Chapters II and III the reader can find detailed information about CSHPSS systems 
and their background. 
The use of technology in general can reverse the negative environmental trends by 
attacking the problem at its origin and alleviating the pressure over the environment [8]. 
This technology in particular helps in the transition towards a renewable energy use in the 
residential sector and the centralization of the equipment units provides a better use of 
the urban infrastructure and helps in the achievement of better managed cities. Since it is 
expected the global urbanization to grow up to 66% by 2050 [9], the installation of 
CSHPSS systems may cover the increase in energy demand by the new users. And 
providing renewable energy in a centralized manner can potentially increase the global 
effectiveness of the technology.  
In this work the attention is centered in providing the best configurations of CSHPSS 
plants depending on the climatic conditions and the sizes of heating demands. Selection 
of the best configurations is done by the means of mathematical simulation-based 
optimization. The approach is based on the development of simulation models which are 
optimized using metaheuristic algorithms. A sensitivity analysis is performed on four of 
the case studies to give a deeper insight in the stability of the simulation-optimization 
model. Finally, a forecasting technique is applied in an attempt to provide future trends of 
deployment of CSHPSS plants in the European climates. Fig. I-2 summarizes the work 
developed in this thesis. 
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Fig. I-2. Thesis roadmap: the green rectangle shows the addressed structural 
transformations; the red rectangle includes tackled problems and the blue rectangle 
shows the used mathematical techniques. 
This thesis is structured in 6 chapters. Chapter I show an overview of the whole work 
by introducing the sustainable challenges which act as a motivation, following with the 
general objectives of the thesis and background on the applied computational techniques. 
The chapter ends with a general outline of the case studies. Chapters II, III provide 
detailed information about the modeling of the CSHPSS, its optimization and discuss the 
proposed case studies. In the Chapter IV is briefly discussed the ongoing work on combi-
systems similar to CSHPSS but in much smaller scale. In this case we are trying to 
optimize a system coupled to a single-family building constructed following the technology 
of Passivhaus. The model we have is based on a pilot plant and properly validated. 
Internal convergence issues with some equipment units did not allow us to follow with the 
optimization of this model. Chapter V covers the main conclusions and the future work. 
Finally, Chapter VI includes the appendices with the information about the author and his 
academic activities. 
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2. GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
This work intends to bring a small contribution to the combat against challenging 
sustainability problems. The main goal is to generate systematic tools based on 
mathematical programming and optimization methods which can be used by decision-
makers to address sustainability problems in the residential energy sector. 
The following objectives have been accomplished in order to achieve the main goal: 
 To develop systematic simulation-based multi-objective optimization 
approach for the designing of central solar heating plants with seasonal 
storage capable of simultaneously minimizing the overall cost of the system 
and its environmental impact. 
 To study the suitability of central solar heating plants with seasonal storage 
for different European climatic conditions by generating and solving 
representative case studies. 
 To determine the sensitivity of the developed simulation-optimization model 
to economic fluctuations. 
 To provide future trends on the implementation of central solar heating plants 
with seasonal storage in Europe. 
3. MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING 
Mathematical programming refers to the building of mathematical models which 
describe real-world problems of different complexity and the designing of algorithms 
capable of finding the optimal solutions for those problems. In other words, mathematical 
programming provides the evaluation of a problem with the purpose of minimizing (or 
maximizing) a function by systematically identifying the best values for the variables of 
the model. Nowadays, the mathematical programming expanded beyond the academic 
interests and is widely used in engineering to provide scientifically based information for 
decision-making purposes. In process systems engineering (PSE) we distinguish two 
main modelling approaches: i) simultaneous approach (algebraic-based) and ii) 
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sequential approach (simulation-based). For detailed review on simulation-based 
optimization methods which were predominantly used in this thesis, the reader is referred 
elsewhere [10]. 
The mathematical models for optimization problems following the simultaneous 
approach include a set of explicit algebraic equations which represent short-cut 
equipment units to simplify the optimization process and, to the maximum possible extent, 
avoid nonlinearities which are numerically challenging to solve. If the right assumptions 
were made, these simplifications show good approximations to the behavior of the real-
world problems. 
In the recent decades, the sequential approach started gaining importance due to the 
exponentially growing computational power and appearing of new simulation software. 
The simulations are capable of handling complex engineering problems with fewer 
simplifications, solving numerically nonlinear equations. 
Simulation-optimization methods decompose the problem in two sub-problems: the 
simulation is performed by the specific software (e.g. TRNSYS) and the optimization is 
carried out by an external optimizer with an algorithm (e.g. GenOpt) which iterates with 
the simulation model until the termination criteria is met. Fig. I-3 shows an illustrative 
example of the connection between the different software in simulation-based 
optimization modelling. In some cases, to automate even further the connection between 
the simulator and the optimizer, MATLAB environment can be used.   
 
Fig. I-3. Connection between the simulation software TRNSYS and the optimization 
‘engine’, GenOpt for the simulation-based optimization methodology. 
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Both types of mathematical models require explicit equations for the objective 
function (one or several) and the constraints (which can be implicitly defined in the case 
of simulation modelling). The objective function is the explicit equation which measures 
the quality of the proposed solutions. This is the main goal of the optimization. In 
engineering the objective function usually is an economic criterion (e.g. minimizing the 
cost), an environmental criterion (e.g. minimizing environmental impact) or social criterion 
(e.g. maximizing personal satisfaction). The constraints impose bounds on the variables 
(e.g. in simulation models nonnegative sizes of the equipment units). 
In the next subsections we show the mathematical programming techniques which 
constitute the basis of this thesis. They are single-objective optimization (SOO) and multi-
objective optimization (MOO). 
3.1. Single-objective optimization problems 
A generic single-objective optimization problem is generally stated in compact form 













t  (M I-1) 
where f(x,y) represents the objective function to be minimized and x and y represent 
the vectors of continuous and integer decision variables (if any), respectively. The 
feasible set of solutions is defined by the set of constraints imposing restrictions on 
variables where h(x,y) represents equality constraints whereas g(x,y) refers to inequality 
constraints.  
A point (x,y) satisfying all constraints is a feasible solution to the problem. All feasible 
solutions constitute the feasible regions. The aim of the optimization is to satisfy the 





) from the feasible region ω is deemed as local minimum if the objective function 
takes the smallest value in some feasible neighborhood, that is, there exists a δ>0 such 
that 𝑓(𝑥∗, 𝑦∗) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ {𝜔: |𝑥 − 𝑥∗| ≤ 𝛿}. Often, in an optimization problem, there 
can be many local minima but only one global minimum is possible. A point (x*,y*) is a 
global minimum when the objective function takes the smallest value in all the feasible 
region, that is, 𝑓(𝑥∗, 𝑦∗) < 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝜔. 
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3.2.  Multi-objective optimization problems 
The decision-making problems often consider several criteria simultaneously. A 
generic multi-objective optimization problem includes a simultaneous optimization of 














 (M I-2) 
where F is the vector of n objective functions ranging from f1 to fn. The ideal solution 
containing the individual minimum of all objectives is referred to as the utopian point 
which is in general impossible to achieve due to the existing trade-off between the 
objectives. The worse value of all objectives is the nadir point. MOO offers a set of 
optimal solutions called Pareto frontier [12] with different trade-offs among the conflicting 
objectives, on the contrary of SOO which gives a single solution. A solution is said to be 
Pareto optimal when it is impossible to improve one of the objectives without worsening at 
least another objective. In essence, a set of solution x* is said to be Pareto optimal for a 
MOO, if there is no other x in the feasible region such that 𝑓𝑛(𝑥)  ≤  𝑓𝑛(𝑥∗) for all 𝑛 ∈
{1, … , 𝑛}. 
Fig. I-4 shows the concept of Pareto multi-objective optimality based on an illustrative 
optimization example where two objectives functions are simultaneously minimized. The 
green points constitute the Pareto frontier. Any point lying above the curve is sub-optimal 
since it can be improved in both objectives simultaneously. The unfeasible solutions are 
found below the Pareto curve, since none of those points perform better than the Pareto 
solutions in both indicators simultaneously. The anchor points are obtained by giving the 
full priority to one of the objectives at a time, they are (𝑓1∗, 𝑓21∗) and (𝑓12∗, 𝑓2∗). Moreover, 
the utopian and nadir points are referred as (𝑓1∗, 𝑓2∗) and (𝑓12∗, 𝑓21∗), respectively.  
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Fig. I-4. Schematic representation of the Pareto frontier for a two criteria multi-objective 
optimization problem. 
The most commonly used methods for obtaining the set of Pareto optimal solutions 
are the weighted-sum and the epsilon constraint methods. In the weighted-sum method 
the weighted sums of the objectives constitute a new function which is optimized 
exploring the space of possible weights [13]. In the epsilon constraint method one 
objective is kept as a main objective function while the others act as auxiliary constraints 
which impose bounds on the main objective [13,14]. In this thesis we used the weighted-
sum method due to an easy implementation, but it is worth noting that any other method 
could be implemented as well.  
3.2.1. Weighted-sum method 
The weighted-sum method consists of solving an auxiliary SOO model (M I-3) 
derived from the original MOO model. The auxiliary SOO model optimizes a lineal 
weighted sum of the original objectives which are previously normalized as shown in Eq. 
I-1. 
1min    (1 ) ( ) ... ( )
  s.t.   ( ) 0
          
          0 1








 (M I-3) 
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Here, 𝑓1̅(𝑥) to 𝑓?̅?(𝑥) are all the normalized objectives, and λ is the non-negative 
weight given to 𝑓?̅?(𝑥). 
( )














where, 𝑓𝑐𝑈𝑇 denotes the c
th coordinate of the utopia point and 𝑓𝑐𝑃𝑁 denotes the c
th 
coordinate of the pseudo nadir point. These points, 𝑓𝑈𝑇 and 𝑓𝑃𝑁, are the anchor points. 
3.3. Optimization algorithms: Metaheuristics 
Since the simulation-based optimization models heavily rely on the simulation part 
which can be seen as black-box function generator, the information about the gradients 
required by some rigorous optimization algorithms is unavailable. On the other side, the 
discontinuities in the objective functions make unsuitable the use of derivative based 
algorithms [15]. Metaheuristic algorithms are recommended as first option in these cases 
[10].  
Metaheuristic algorithms are approximate algorithms that combine basic heuristics to 
explore a discrete search-space in a more effective way than the heuristics and the local 
search. The metaheuristics are defined as strategies that “guide” the search process 
efficiently exploring the search space in order to provide (near)optimal solutions [16]. 
We provide a brief classification of the metaheuristics, but it should be noticed that 
they are not problem specific. Many times, the algorithm selection and the configuration 
of its settings require a tedious trial and error process. 
3.3.1. Classification of metaheuristics 
Below are presented several types of classification of metaheuristics according to 
Blum [17]. 
i) Nature-inspired or non-nature inspired.  
There are nature-inspired algorithms, such as ant colony optimization and 
evolutionary algorithms. The non-nature inspired ones are the local search and tabu 
search. This is the most intuitive way of classifying, referring to the origins of the 
metaheuristics. However, many recently developed hybrid algorithms cannot be assigned 
to any of those groups.  
ii) Single point or population-based search. 
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The number of solutions attained by the algorithm at the same time can be the other 
characteristic of classification. The algorithms which work on single solutions are also 
referred to as trajectory methods. Here are included all the metaheuristics based on local 
search. On the other hand, population-based metaheuristics perform search processes 
similar to the evolution of the set of points in the search space. 
iii) Dynamic or static objective function.  
Some algorithms use static objective functions during run-time, others (e.g. guided 
local search) modify the objective function during the search. The idea behind the 
dynamic approach is to escape from local minimum by modifying the search “landscape”. 
iv) One or various neighborhood structures. 
Many algorithms use one invariable neighborhood structure during the optimization. 
Some metaheuristics (e.g. variable neighborhood search) use different landscape 
topologies which make them more likely to escape the local minimum solutions. 
v) Memory-based or memory-less methods. 
The use of memory is recognized as one of the most important elements of a 
powerful metaheuristic. Memory-less algorithms perform a Markov process, they use 
memory slots only to decide the next action. There are also short-term algorithms which 
refer to recently performed moves or recently taken decisions. The long-term algorithms 
accumulate information about the whole search. 
4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSEMENT 
The second pillar of sustainability, environmental, is addressed in this thesis by 
appending the environmental impact as an additional objective function in the 
optimization models. Environmental impact assessment is traditionally applied in the 
scientific and political spheres to systematically evaluate the potential impacts that a 
system may have on the environment. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is one of the 
methodologies broadly applied in decision-making contexts [18–22]. 
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4.1. Life cycle assessment 
LCA is a methodology used to quantify and assess the inputs and outputs and 
potential environmental impacts of goods and processes throughout their life cycle 
[23,24]. In practice, LCA has been developed to improve product systems, to identify 
impact drivers on corporate strategies, to provide hotspot analysis of consumption life 
styles, etc. [22]. 
Combination of LCA with mathematical programming is a powerful tool to assist 
sustainable decision-making which was used since the middle of 1990s [25] in many 
engineering areas. The strengths of the combined approach guide practitioners and 
provide useful insights for decision- and policy-makers [18–22,26]. This framework 
consists of two steps. First, an LCA study is carried out to determine the impacts along 
the entire life cycle. Next, these impacts are used as inputs in the optimization model. 
An LCA study generally includes four main phases: i) goal and scope definition, ii) 
inventory analysis, iii) impact assessment, and iv) interpretation. The detailed description 
of the phases is provided by the ISO: 14044 standards [23]. Full LCA study is a time-
consuming process where attention should be paid to many details. To facilitate the 
search of information, several LCA databases are available (unfortunately none of them is 
open source). The most popular database (and used in this thesis) is Ecoinvent [27].  
The four phases of an LCA study are described below: 
i) Goal and scope definition. 
The decisions taken in this phase will affect the results of the whole study. In this 
phase, the system under study, its boundaries, and the functional unit are established. 
Next the practitioner has to choose between attributional or consequential modelling 
approaches [28,29]. And finally, select the method of partitioning of environmental 
burdens among the products of the same process. 
ii) Life cycle inventory analysis (LCI) 
In this phase all the inputs and outputs of the system are quantified along the life 
cycle by performing material and energy balances. Mathematically, the inventory can be 
defined as follows: 




LCI LCI i   (I-2) 
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where 𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑖𝑇𝑂𝑇 is the total LCI entry corresponding to the elementary flow i which is 
computed as the summation of all the flows i for all the system units j. 
iii)  Life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) 
In this phase, the LCI data are converted into impact indicators using a specific 
methodology. Several LCIA methodologies are available but no agreement is achieved in 
the scientific community on which one to prioritize above the others. In this work we 
followed the recommendations of the EU Commission [30] (use of the ReCiPe 2008 
methodology [31]). ReCiPe 2008 uses midpoint and endpoint levels of aggregation. The 
characterization at the endpoint level can be carried out by either using or not midpoints. 




IMP LCI e  (I-3) 
where θei is the characterization factor that connects the elementary flow i with 
endpoint impact category e, and IMPe is the indicator result for endpoint impact category 
e. A further aggregation leads to three damage categories: human health, ecosystems 





DAM IMP d  (I-4) 
where IDd denotes the set of endpoint impacts e that contribute to damage d, and 
DAMd is the indicator result for damage category d. 
Moreover, the ReCiPe methodology incorporates three different time perspectives 
which are based on the three archetypes used in Cultural Theory [31]. These 
perspectives are the Egalitarian (long-time perspective), the Individualist (short-time 
perspective), and the Hierarchist (balanced time perspective). In this work, we apply the 
Hierarchist model, which is the most commonly used.  
Finally, the three damages are normalized and aggregated into a single final score 




RCP DAM  (I-5) 
where RCP is the ReCiPe 2008 aggregated metric, while δd and ξd are the 
normalization and weighting factors, respectively. The normalization factors are estimated 
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based on damage calculations of relevant European emissions, extractions and land 
uses. Regarding the set of weighting factors, we use the recommended averaged factors 
defined in the ReCiPe 2008. 
iv) Interpretation 
The interpretation phase draws conclusions of the study and provides 
recommendations for performance improvement. The decision-makers can easily identify 
weak points of the process where extra effort should be made to reduce the 
environmental impact. However, no clear guidelines are provided on how to achieve the 
reduction. Moreover, the interpretation is usually complex due to the number of available 
alternatives and the conflicting objectives (i.e. impact categories) in many scenarios. 
To overcome these limitations, the results of the LCA can be included as parameters 
in the mathematical model and the optimization process will identify in systematic way the 
best alternative (i.e. optimal solution). 
5. OUTLINE OF THE CASE STUDIES 
The simulation-based optimization methods have a great potential for solving 
computationally expensive real-world sustainability problems. These methods can aid 
decision-makers and policy-makers in their struggle of taking correct actions towards a 
more sustainable future. In the next lines we briefly comment on the problems we have 
addressed in this thesis (Fig. I-2). For detailed information the reader is referred to 
Chapters II, III and IV.  
5.1. Case study: Barcelona 
Central solar heating plants with seasonal storage (CSHPSS) are among the most 
promising technologies to save energy in the industrial and residential-commercial 
building sectors. This work introduces a systematic approach to optimize these systems 
according to economic and environmental criteria.  
Our method combines the TRNSYS 17 simulation software with life cycle costing and 
life cycle assessment equations together with a multi-objective optimization. As a result of 
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this connection, optimal CSHPSS designs for any climatic condition and heating demand 
profiles can be identified considering economic and environmental criteria simultaneously. 
The capabilities of this approach are illustrated through its application to a case study 
of a CSHPSS located in Barcelona (Spain), which satisfies a heating demand for 
neighborhood of 1120 dwellings. Numerical results show that the CSHPSS plant leads to 
significant environmental and economic improvements compared to the use of a 
conventional natural gas heating system.  
Our tool can guide engineers and architects in the transition towards a more 
sustainable residential sector. In Fig. I-5 we graphically summarize the outline of the 
work, for details follow to Chapter II. 
 
Fig. I-5. Graphical abstract of “Enhanced thermal energy supply via Central Solar Heating 
Plants with Seasonal Storage: A multi-objective optimization approach”. 
5.2. European case studies 
Aligning with the ambitious EU 2030 climate and energy package for cutting the 
greenhouse emissions and replacing conventional heat sources through the presence of 
renewable energy share inside efficient district heating fields, central solar heating plants 
coupled with seasonal storage (CSHPSS) can have a viable contribution to this goal. 
However, the technical performance uncertainty combined with inadequate financial 
assessment and deficient environmental impact data associated with the deployment of 
those innovative district heating systems represents a big challenge for the wide 
implementation of CSHPSS in Europe.  
In this context, our paper presents a comprehensive evaluation for the possibility of 
integrating CSHPSS in the residential sector in various EU member states through the 
formulation of a multi-objective optimization problem. This problem comprises 
simultaneously the life cycle cost analysis for the economic evaluation and the life cycle 
assessment for the environmental impact estimation with technical consideration of 
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satisfying both the space heating demand and the domestic hot water services. The 
methodology framework is applied to residential neighborhood community of 1120 
apartments in various EU climate zones with Madrid, Athens, Berlin, and Helsinki acting 
as proxy for the Mediterranean continental, Mediterranean, central European, and Nordic 
climates, respectively.  
The environmental assessment shows a significant improvement when using the 
CSHPSS in comparison to a natural gas heating system, in those cases the 
environmental impact is reduced up to 82-87%. On the other hand, an extensive 
economic improvement is especially limited in the Mediterranean climate zone (Athens) 
due to low heating demands and the prices of the non-renewable resources, there the 
total economic cost of the CSHPSS plants can increase up to 50.8% compared to a 
natural gas heating system. 
However, considering the incremental tendency in natural gas prices all over EU 
nowadays, the study of future plant costs confirms its favorable long term economic 
feasibility. In Fig. I-6 we graphically summarize the outline of the work, for details follow to 
Chapter III.  
 
Fig. I-6. Graphical abstract of “Economic and environmental potential for solar assisted 
central heating plants in the EU residential sector: Roadmap to the 2030 climate and 
energy EU targets”. 
5.3. Case study: Passivhaus 
Climate and energy framework of the European Commission for 2030 keeps 
motivating a significant research effort in the area of storage of renewable energy sources 
and its utilization in a variety of industrial, building and transport sectors. Around forth part 
of all final energy consumption belongs to the building sector. Significant research was 
done on low-energy consumption houses which were built following the Passivhaus 
standard. The next logical step was to cover part of the demand of a Passivhaus with 
renewable energy, for example solar energy. Due to a significant shift between the 
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availability of solar energy and the demand generated by the Passivhaus users, a 
seasonal solar thermal energy storage system appeared to be an interesting option. 
Some previous works developed a simulation model based on a pilot plant of a 
seasonal thermal energy store (STES) installed next to a single-family house which was 
built under the standard of low-energy Passivhaus in Galway, Ireland. The STES system 
was intended to cover part of the space heating demand of the house and part of the 
domestic hot water demand. 
In this chapter, we move a step forward and want to introduce a systematic approach 
to finding the optimal equipment designs for a solar assisted seasonal thermal energy 
storage system coupled to the demand of a single-family passive house. The optimal 
designs are expected to provide a simultaneous improvement on the economic and 
environmental criteria on long-term period over the existing electric heating systems.  
Our method is based on a simulation-optimization approach which includes the 
combined use of TRNSYS 18, transient simulation software, and GenOpt, generic 
optimization toolbox. The TRNSYS 18 incorporates a validated simulation model of the 
STES system, based on an existing pilot plant. On the other hand, in GenOpt is 
performed the multi-objective optimization (MOO) process, which combines the economic 
and environmental indicators. The economic indicators are obtained following the life 
cycle costing methodology developed by Kalogirou and the environmental indicators 
follow the life cycle assessment principles. 
This study will propose a systematic approach to facilitate the discovery of optimal 
configurations of a solar assisted seasonal thermal energy storage system connected to a 
demand generated by a single-family passive house. As a result of the multi-objective 
optimization the economic cost of the installation and the total environmental impact will 
be minimized simultaneously generating a set of Pareto optimal solutions. These 
alternatives could be offered to the decision-makers to select the best configurations 
based on their priorities. 
At the moment of writing this thesis no conclusive results are achieved but the reader 
is referred to Chapter IV for further details on the topic and the discussion of the possible 
drawbacks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to their high specific energy density and combustion temperatures ranging from 
1000 to 2500 ºC, fossil fuels are excellent energy carriers able to meet extreme energy 
demands. Unfortunately, large amounts of fossil fuels are used inefficiently to cover 
energy demands below 260 ºC [1], a large fraction of which belongs to the residential-
commercial sector. According to the European Environment Agency, in 2013 this sector 
represented 40% of the total final energy consumption [2]. To improve its energy 
efficiency, this sector should use alternative energy sources, particularly for space 
heating.  
Over the past decades, various technologies based on renewable energy sources 
have been put forward as viable alternatives to the use of fossil fuels, including wind 
power, hydropower, waste energy, geothermal energy, bio energy, solar energy and 
energy storage. In the residential-commercial sector, and especially in large cities or inner 
city areas, these technologies can become even more competitive if they are integrated in 
an existing district heating (DH) network [3]. Several authors have investigated the use of 
renewables in the residential sector. Ostergaarg et al. studied a geothermal energy based 
technology coupled to a DH network [4], concluding that in combination with an 
absorption heat pump it could be a promising technology in the current situation. Nuytten 
et al. assessed the flexibility of a combined heat and power (CHP) system with thermal 
energy storage (TES) for DH [5]. Sartor et al. developed a simple model of a CHP plant 
connected to a DH [6]. Wang et al. optimized a CHP-DH plant combined with energy 
storage [7]. Bouro et al. optimized different configurations of renewable energy 
technologies, finding that the minimum heat costs are achieved when the CHP system, 
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DH network, solar field, and energy storage are all integrated in the energy supply [8]. 
Renaldi et al. proposed an optimization framework for a heat pump heating system 
integrated with TES [9]. More recently, Liu et al. studied a ground-source heat pump 
system with seasonal storage [10]. Furthermore, biomass district heating in rural 
communities was studied by Hendricks et al. [11]. 
In this work, we focus on centralized solar heating plant with seasonal storage 
(CSHPSS), which are at present among the most promising technologies to save energy 
in the industrial and residential-commercial building sectors. Different review papers [12–
15] discuss in detail several configurations for the CSHPSS technology. These alternative 
configurations differ in the type of thermal energy storage implemented, a topic widely 
studied since the 1960s. Due to the intermittent nature of solar radiation, the energy 
source in a CSHPSS system does not fully match the energy demand profile. Hence, it is 
necessary to store energy in periods with high radiation to use it in other periods with low 
radiation and/or high energy demand (see Fig. II-1). 
 
Fig. II-1. General overview of the seasonal thermal energy storage technology. 
In the early 1980s, the first proof-of-concept CSHPSS plants were built in Sweden 
and Denmark, followed by Germany in the 1990s. Since then, the list of pilot and fully 
operating CSHPSS plants has been continuously growing [16], particularly in Northern 
and Central European countries. Recently, CSHPSS plants have gained interest in the 
residential-commercial sector as a viable alternative for meeting the energy demand in a 
highly effective manner [13].  
In Southern European countries, following the minimum requirements of renewable 
energy use imposed by their legislations (i.e. the Spanish legislation [17]), solar thermal 
energy is mainly used to cover part of the domestic hot water demand. In this context, 
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energy storage technologies offer a unique opportunity to exploit the solar energy surplus 
during specific periods of the year, thereby leading to environmental and economic 
savings. According to Novo et al. [13], the use of CSHPSS in the residential-commercial 
sector could save more than 50% of the non-renewable energy consumed for heating. 
Hence, the study and implementation of CSHPSS systems is of great interest from the 
economic and sustainability perspective, aligning very well with the “20-20-20” targets of 
the European Commission for 2020 [18].  
Some useful guidelines have been defined for designing CSHPSS pilot plants [19–
22]. For the European climate, Argiriou [23] simulated CSHPSS plants with storage tanks 
in Greece. Ucar et al. [24] studied several configurations of storage tanks in a CSHPSS 
plant in four climatically different Turkish locations. In a later work, Ucar et al. [25] 
optimized a CSHPSS model from the economic point of view. Pahud [26] provided 
guidelines for the design of a CSHPSS plant using boreholes in Switzerland. Sibbitt et al. 
[27] presented a simulation model of a CSHPSS with a borehole storage, which was 
validated using data from five years of operation of a plant built in Alberta, Canada. For 
the climatic conditions of Virginia, USA, Terziotti et al. [28] simulated a CSHPSS with a 
sand bed storage. Chung et al. [29] presented a simulation model for a CSHPSS plant 
with a medium-sized storage tank located in Cheju, Korea. For the Mediterranean region, 
Lozano et al. [30], Frago-Moreno [31], and Guadalfajara et al. [32] demonstrated that 
CSHPSS is a promising and economically viable alternative for covering the heating 
demand of residential buildings in a number of Spanish regions.  
All of the previous authors studied the economic viability of CSHPSS plants in 
different locations. On the other hand, Raluy et al. [33] studied the environmental 
performance of these systems by applying the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 
methodology. To the best of our knowledge, however, no work has studied 
simultaneously the economic and environmental performance of CSHPSS plants.  
The aim of this work is to develop a systematic multi-objective optimization (MOO) 
framework for optimizing the design of CSHPSS plants considering economic and 
environmental aspects simultaneously. To this end, a simulation-optimization 
methodology was developed based on a CSHPSS plant modeled in TRNSYS 17 [34] that 
was optimized by a generic optimization tool (i.e. GenOpt [35]) according to economic 
and environmental indicators. The latter objective was assessed through LCA principles, 
which quantify the impact caused in all of the stages in the life cycle of the energy system 
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[36]. Numerical results show that improvements in cost and environmental impact can be 
achieved simultaneously, comparing to a conventional heating system. 
The chapter is organized as follows: section 2 provides a general overview of the 
CSHPSS plant and describes how to model it in TRNSYS. The mathematical formulation 
and optimization methodology to obtain the Pareto frontier is discussed in section 3. To 
highlight the potential of the methodology, in section 4 we introduce a case study for the 
city of Barcelona (Spain). In the following section 5, the results of the case study are 
presented and discussed. Finally, in section 6, we draw the conclusions of this work. 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE INSTALLATION 
In this section, we provide an overview of CSHPSS facilities. CSHPSS are large 
scale systems designed to cover thermal energy demands along the year. The main 
components of a CSHPSS are the solar collectors and the storage tank. The field of solar 
collectors can be either installed on the ground in relative proximity to the storage and 
distribution system, or (in the case of the residential sector) on the roofs of the buildings. 
The storage tank is a large-scale insulated reservoir, usually half-buried, which 
accumulates thermal energy during long periods. The performance of CSHPSS plants 
strongly depends on the profiles of incident solar radiation and heating demand, which 
show continuous variations on an hourly basis and also from day to day. The energy 
simulation software TRNSYS 17 enables the modelling of this transient behavior shown 
by CSHPSS facilities. A sketch of the plant we analyze in this work with the main inputs 
and outputs is shown in Fig. II-2. The simulation model developed here is based on the 
work by Guadalfajara et al. [32], where the reader will find further details on the simulation 
approach. 
The CSHPSS plant we consider is composed of a set of closed pipe loops designed 
to transport thermal energy. These loops can be visually divided in four circuits (primary, 
secondary, tertiary, and distribution), as shown in Fig. II-2. The solar radiation is collected 
in the field of solar collectors and transported from the primary to the secondary loop. Part 
of this energy is transferred directly to the DH network (through the tertiary and 
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distribution loops) to cover the instant daily heating demands, while the surplus is stored 
inside the seasonal storage tank. 
 
Fig. II-2. Process flow diagram of the CSHPSS model simulated in TRNSYS 17, where 
COL is the field of solar collectors, TEST is the thermal energy storage tank, AUX is the 
auxiliary heater, HEi are the heat exchangers, and Pi are the centrifugal pumps. 
A pump (P1) impulses the fluid of the primary circuit through the field of solar 
collectors (COL) to finally reach a heat exchanger (HE1). In this heat exchanger HE1, 
thermal energy is transferred to the fluid of the secondary loop, which is displaced by 
another pump (P2). This heated fluid is pumped to a specific height in the thermal energy 
storage tank (TEST), while the cold fluid is returned to the HE1 from the bottom of the 
TEST. The pumping height is established depending on the temperature of the entering 
fluid and the temperature profile in the tank. No mixing between fluids at different 
temperatures is allowed in the simulation due to a stratification device. 
During the periods of heating demand, the pump of the tertiary loop (P3) pumps the 
cold fluid to the bottom of the TEST and discharges the hot fluid from the top of it. The hot 
fluid is sent to a heat exchanger (HE2) that connects the tertiary and distribution loops. In 
the HE2, the cold water provided by the district water supply network is heated. The 
heated water flow passes through an auxiliary heater (AUX), which operates when the 
temperature of the water cannot reach the set point. When the temperature after the AUX 
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exceeds the set point, a bypass loop is activated to supply fresh cold water from the main 
water supply. 
The fluid for the primary loop is usually a water-glycol mixture, which protects the 
expensive solar collector equipment from potential damages caused by low ambient 
temperatures. The secondary and tertiary loops (including the TEST) operate with water 
due to its good thermal properties and low cost [13]. 
Our model implements a controlling system to regulate the performance of the 
pumps, the auxiliary heater and other components of the plant, similarly as was done by 
Guadalfajara et al. [32]. Control loops are omitted in Fig. II-2 for the sake of clarity. One of 
the controllers regulates the synchronic activation of the pumps P1 and P2 when the 
temperature of the water-glycol mixture in the primary loop reaches the predefined value. 
The same pumps are controlled by another selective control loop with high selector 
switch that keeps the temperature in the TEST within the desired limits. When the 
temperature at the top of the TEST reaches its set point, the pumps are stopped to avoid 
malfunctioning of the equipment. Another control loop regulates the operation of pump P3 
according to the amount of heating demanded by the network. An extra thermostat-type 
controller regulates the intermittent operation of the AUX, which supplies auxiliary heat to 
meet the fixed temperature set point. Finally, the bypass loop is regulated by another 
controller, which monitors the output temperature of the AUX. 
3. METHODOLOGY 
Our methodology is based on a simulation-optimization approach [37–39] that 
integrates a CSHPSS simulation model with an external MOO algorithm. The plant model 
is implemented in the transient simulation software (TRNSYS 17), which incorporates a 
palette of standard equipment units that can be easily combined to model more complex 
systems. On the other hand, the optimization is carried out by an external optimizer using 
a generic optimization tool, GenOpt. The general overview of the methodology is 
summarized in Fig. II-3. In the ensuing sections, we describe in detail each of the 
components of our approach. 
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Fig. II-3. Overview of the optimization methodology indicating the connection between 
GenOpt and TRNSYS software environments. 
3.1. Mathematical model 
The mathematical model of the CSHPSS plant is simulated with TRNSYS 17. This 
software, which is based on first principles, solves partial differential equations 
representing mass and energy balances applied within the boundaries of the plant. 
The dynamic nature of the software is an important advantage, as it makes the 
simulation of the CSHPSS plant more realistic. To simplify the calculations, we simulate a 
typical year of operation using averaged data expressed on an hourly timescale. The 
results for this year are then extrapolated to the whole plant life assuming that the same 
radiation pattern is repeated over time. 
The main goal in this design task is to reduce the total cost of the installation and its 
environmental impact simultaneously, being the total area of solar collectors (ACOL) and 
the volume of the storage tank (VTEST) the main decision variables (note that the sizes of 
the other equipment units are closely related to the values of these variables). Note, 
however, that the methodology is general enough to work with any others decision 
variables. 
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3.2. Objective functions 
In this section, we describe in detail how the economic and environmental 
performance of the CSHPSS is computed. The economic objective is represented by the 
total cost, whereas the environmental objective is calculated as a linear weighted sum of 
a set of environmental indicators (each of them determined following LCA principles). 
3.2.1. Economic indicators 
The economic indicators are estimated based on the life cycle cost analysis 
methodology developed by Kalogirou [40]. The net present cost of the CSHPSS plant 
(NPC) is determined as the summation of the discounted expenses generated during the 
lifetime of the installation, as follows: 
C O RNPC C C C  (II-1) 
In Eq. II-1, CC, CO, and CR denote the initial capital cost, the total discounted 
operating cost, and the total discounted cost related to the equipment replacement, 
respectively. Each of these terms is described in detail in the next subsections. 
3.2.1.1. Initial capital cost 
The initial capital cost (CC) is the investment outlay at the starting point of the project. 
This outlay takes into consideration the purchase, transportation and installation of the 
equipment, along with the expenses for any possible contingencies and fees: 
(1 )· ·k kC CF
k
C PEC FBM  (II-2) 
Here, PECk denotes the purchase cost of equipment unit k, parameter FBMk is the 
bare module factor, which represents the costs of transportation and installation of the 
purchased unit k, and parameter 𝛼𝐶𝐹 is the factor of contingency charges and fees.  
The purchase equipment cost (PECk) is updated from a base year (year A) to the 
year of the installation (year B) using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) 
[41] as follows: 
 B
 A








The purchase cost of unit k in the base year (PECkyear A) is estimated via Eqs. II-4 to 
II-6. 
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kk k
r CAPPEC k  (II-6) 
where αk and βk are equipment cost parameters, and CAPk is the design variable of 
unit k. In our case, the design variables are the aperture area for the solar collectors 
(ACOL), the storage volume for the seasonal storage tank (VTEST), the duty for the auxiliary 
boiler (QAUX), the heat transfer area for the heat exchangers (AHE1, AHE2), and the mass 
flow rate for the pumps (𝑚𝑃1̇ , 𝑚𝑃2̇ , 𝑚𝑃3̇ ).  
3.2.1.2. Operating cost 
The total operating cost (CO) is the discounted summation of all annual operating 
costs:   
· · ·O AUX AUM XM P PC C PWF C PWF C PWF  (II-7) 
where CM, CP, and CAUX are the annual costs of the equipment maintenance, the 
electric consumption of the pumps, and the energy consumption of the auxiliary heater, 
respectively. The term PWF is the present worth factor determined via Eq. II-11, which is 
specific to each type of operating cost.  
The annual maintenance cost (CM) is proportional to the initial purchase equipment 
cost, as shown in the next equation, where fm is the maintenance factor. 
· kM
k
mC f PEC  (II-8) 
The annual cost of electricity consumed by the pumps (CP) is calculated as follows:  
0
t
P E PC c L dt  (II-9) 
where parameter 𝑐𝐸 is the cost of electricity during time period t and Lp is the load of 
electricity consumed by the pump in that time period. 
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Finally, the annual cost of energy consumed by the auxiliary heater (CAUX) is 
obtained as stated in Eq. II-10. 
0
t
AUX F AUXC c L dt  (II-10) 
Here, 𝑐𝐹 is the cost of fuel during time period t and LAUX is the load of fuel consumed 
by the auxiliary heater in the same time period. 
The present worth factor (PWF), which captures the time value of money, is defined 
as the present worth of one Euro paid periodically in the future. Eq. II-11 takes into 
consideration the market discount rate (d) and the inflation rate (i), as shown below:  
1 11     
1












where the selection of the inflation rate value depends on the analyzed cost (i for CM, 
ie for CP, and if for CAUX), while parameter Ne represents the time period over which the 
economic analysis is performed (i.e. lifespan of the system). 
3.2.1.3. Replacement cost 
Typically, some of the equipment units (for example, solar collectors, auxiliary 
heaters, and heat exchangers) are replaced before reaching the total life time of the plant 
(i.e. the life time of some units will be shorter than that of the plant). The replacement of 




k kC PVF PEC FBM  (II-12) 
In the previous equation, parameter FBMk is the bare module factor, which is 
multiplied with the purchase cost of equipment unit k (PECk) to model the combined costs 
of the purchase, transportation, and installation of unit k. Parameter PVFn denoting the 
present value factor of a single future cash flow in year n is determined as follows: 
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where i is the inflation rate, d is the market discount rate, and n is the nth year of 
operation of the plant in which an equipment unit must be replaced. 
3.2.2. Environmental indicators 
The environmental indicators are quantified based on LCA principles in a similar way 
as done before by Guillén-Gosálbez et al. [42]. LCA is a procedure standardized by the 
International Organization for Standardization [43] that estimates the total environmental 
impact of products and services throughout their whole life cycle. Thus, LCA assesses 
the impacts from the “cradle” of primary resources to the “grave” of the final disposed 
wastes. Moreover, LCA implements a damage model which links released emissions and 
waste materials to meaningful environmental damages reflecting important environmental 
problems. 
The general LCA methodology includes four main phases [44]: goal and scope 
definition, inventory analysis, impact assessment, and interpretation. These phases are 
described in detail in the next subsections.  
3.2.2.1. Goal and scope definition 
In this phase, the system under study, its boundaries, and the functional unit are 
established. In our case, the system of interest is the CSHPSS plant. The LCA 
boundaries defined here focus on the CSHPSS itself, excluding the distribution network 
that delivers hot water to final customers (note that the CSHPSS is connected to an 
existing DH network). Thereby, the boundaries of the plant are drawn from “cradle-to-
gate”, starting from the extraction of the necessary amount of raw materials required to 
manufacture the equipment units and ending with the delivery of thermal energy (in the 
form of hot water) to the piping network. The amount of hot water generated by the plant 
defines the functional unit (i.e. we assess the impact associated with the generation of a 
given amount of energy in the form of hot water demanded by the customers over the 
entire time horizon). 
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3.2.2.2. Inventory analysis 
In the second phase, material and energy balances are performed in order to 
determine the life cycle inventory entries from where to assess the impacts. The following 
sources of impact are considered:  
 the equipment manufacturing (industrial and on-site manufacturing) and generation 
of utilities (electricity and natural gas) consumed during the whole life time (LCIiMP) 
 the transportation of the materials and manufactured units to the site (LCIiTR) 
 the operation of the plant during the whole time-horizon (LCIiOP) 
The relevant information required to compute the life cycle inventory (LCI) of the 
whole spectrum of elementary flows has been retrieved from the Ecoinvent 3.0 database 
[45]. These elementary flows refer to resources consumption (i.e. feedstock and energy 
requirements), emissions of chemicals to air, water and soil, and waste generated.  
Mathematically, the inventory of each of the aforementioned LCI contributors can be 
defined as follows: 
  i i iTOT MP TR OPiLCI LCI LCI LCI i  (II-14) 
where LCIiTOT is the total LCI entry corresponding to the elementary flow i. The 
parameters LCIiMP, LCIiTR, and LCIiOP are the LCI entries corresponding to the elementary 
flow i, which are related to the manufacturing processes (and utilities generation), the 
transportation tasks, and the plant operation, respectively.  
3.2.2.3. Impact assessment 
In the impact assessment phase, the LCI data are converted into impact indicators 
using a specific methodology. There are several life cycle impact assessment 
methodologies available with no general agreement on which one to use. We follow here 
the recommendations made by the EU Commission [46], which promote the use of the 
ReCiPe 2008, a scientifically robust endpoint method based on LCA principles. The 
ReCiPe 2008 framework, which is thoroughly discussed in [47], uses midpoint and 
endpoint levels of aggregation. The characterization at the endpoint level can be carried 
out by either using or not midpoints. The LCI data is first converted into impacts, as stated 




IMP LCI e  (II-15) 
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where θei is the characterization factor that connects the elementary flow i with 
endpoint impact category e, and IMPe is the indicator result for endpoint impact category 
e. A further aggregation leads to three damage categories: human health, ecosystems 





DAM IMP d  (II-16) 
where IDd denotes the set of endpoint impacts e that contribute to damage d, and 
DAMd is the indicator result for damage category d.  
Moreover, the ReCiPe methodology incorporates three different time perspectives 
which are based on the three archetypes used in Cultural Theory [47]. These 
perspectives are the Egalitarian (long-time perspective), the Individualist (short-time 
perspective), and the Hierarchist (balanced time perspective). In this work, we apply the 
Hierarchist model, which is the most commonly used.  
Finally, the three damages are normalized and aggregated into a single final score 




RCP DAM  (II-17) 
where RCP is the ReCiPe 2008 aggregated metric, while δd and ξd are the 
normalization and weighting factors, respectively. The normalization factors are estimated 
based on damage calculations of relevant European emissions, extractions and land 
uses. Regarding the set of weighting factors, we use the recommended averaged factors 
defined in the ReCiPe 2008. 
3.2.2.4. Interpretation 
The interpretation phase identifies the main sources of impact and provides 
recommendations as well to improve the performance of the system. In this LCA phase, 
impact indicators are used to compare different design alternatives. In order to generate 
these alternatives in a systematic way, the LCA methodology is coupled with a MOO tool 
[48]. The resulting framework optimizes simultaneously environmental and economic 
criteria. The MOO algorithm provides as output a number of Pareto optimal solutions from 
which decision-makers should identify the one that best reflects their preferences. 
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3.3. Solution procedure 
The TRNSYS simulation model is therefore coupled with the GenOpt optimization 
tool, which incorporates various optimization algorithms suitable for a wide variety of 
problems. The overall simulation-optimization model can be written as follows: 
1 2min    ( ), ( )
  s.t.   ( ) 0
          








 (M II-1) 
where f1(x) and f2(x) are the objective functions, in this case net present cost, 
NPC(x), and ReCiPe 2008 aggregated impact factor, RCP(x), and x denotes the 
continuous variables of the simulation model, which are allowed to vary between their 
lower and upper bounds 𝑥𝐿 and 𝑥𝑈, respectively. The equality constraints h(x)=0, which 
model mass and energy balances as well as thermodynamic correlations, are solved 
implicitly in TRNSYS.  
The solution of the multi-objective problem introduced in model M II-1 is given by a 
set of Pareto points, which represent the optimal trade-off between economic and 
environmental objectives. The extreme points of this Pareto frontier are the so-called 
anchor points, which correspond to the individual minimum of each objective. The Pareto 
solutions are calculated here via the weighted-sum method [49], which relies on 
formulating an auxiliary single-objective model that optimizes a linear weighted-sum (WS) 
of the original objectives (M II-2). 
21min    (1 ) ( ) ( )
  s.t.   ( ) 0
          
          0 1








 (M II-2) 
Here, 𝑓1̅(𝑥) and 𝑓2̅(𝑥) are the normalized objectives, and λ is the non-negative weight 
given to 𝑓2̅(𝑥), i.e. the normalized RCP(x) function. We normalize the objectives as shown 
below: 
( )
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where, 𝑓𝑐𝑈𝑇 denotes the c
th coordinate of the utopia point and 𝑓𝑐𝑃𝑁 denotes the c
th 
coordinate of the pseudo nadir point. These points, 𝑓𝑈𝑇 and 𝑓𝑃𝑁, are the anchor points. 
The solution procedure starts with the determination of the anchor points. To obtain 
the individual minimum of the RCP(x) function, M II-2 is solved for λ=1. Next, to determine 
the individual minimum of the NCP(x) function, M II-2 is solved for λ=0. Then M II-2 is 
solved a finite number of times for different weight values between 0 and 1 (see details in 
Fig. II-4) to generate a sufficient number of Pareto points. Note that the weighted-sum 
method cannot generate solutions lying on the nonconvex part of the Pareto set. 
3.3.1. Optimization algorithm 
Each single-objective optimization is carried out using a hybrid metaheuristic 
optimization algorithm based on the work by Wetter [35]. This metaheuristic algorithm, 
known as the Generalized Pattern Search algorithm with Particle Swarm Optimization 
with Construction Coefficient and Hooke-Jeeves (GPSPSOCCHJ), combines the Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [50,51] with the Hooke-Jeeves (HJ) algorithm [52]. 
The formulation of this hybrid algorithm is described in deeper detail in [35].  
The PSO algorithm is a population-based probabilistic optimization algorithm that 
performs a global search by generating numerous particles (potential optimal solutions) 
over the entire feasible space. The HJ algorithm is a generalized pattern search algorithm 
that examines the search space following directions that can potentially minimize the 
objective function. The HJ algorithm cannot guarantee the global optimality of the 
solutions found, so it is regarded as a local optimization algorithm. We used this algorithm 
with multiple starts in an attempt to minimize the probability of getting trapped in a local 
optimum. 
The hybrid GPSPSOCCHJ algorithm combines the global features of the PSO 
algorithm with the strong convergence properties of the HJ algorithm. Here, the PSO is 
initialized using randomly generated numbers to spread the particles uniformly over the 
feasible region. After generating the particles, the best point is passed to the HJ algorithm 
as starting point to perform an exhaustive inspection of its neighborhood. This 
architecture is developed to avoid (to the maximum extent possible) locally optimal 
solutions that may arise due to the nonconvex nature of the problem. Note that our 
approach can easily work with any other optimization algorithm. 
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Fig. II-4. Flow chart of the solution procedure, where OF: {RCP} and OF: {NPC} are the 
original objective functions (environmental impact and total cost functions, respectively), 
and OF:{WS} is the objective function of the auxiliary single-objective model (weighted-
sum function). 
4. CASE STUDY 
A case study is presented next to illustrate the application of the proposed 
methodology. A CSHPSS system located in Barcelona (Spain) is considered, which 
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meets the heating demand of a neighborhood community of 1120 apartments (each with 
90 m2 of useful area [53]) and equipped with a radiant underfloor heating system and 
requiring 50 ºC hot water.  
For comparison purposes, we consider a conventional heating system with no 
collectors as base case solution. This base case consists of a boiler of 93% of efficiency 
fueled with natural gas. This boiler is designed to heat the cold water to the established 
50 ºC set-point. The validation of the CSHPSS model and the necessary heating demand 
data are performed comparing with the work by Guadalfajara et al. [32] and Guadalfajara 
[54]. 
4.1. CSHPSS model specifications 
The field of solar collectors of the CSHPSS model consists of flat-plate type ARCON 
HT-SA 28/10 collectors [55] designed for large applications. These collectors, with 12.52 
m2 aperture area, are coupled in series, tilted 45º and oriented towards South. The 
working fluid, passing through the field of solar collectors (primary loop), is a 67/33w/w 
mixture of water and glycol with a nominal flow rate of 20 kg/h-m2 [32]. The secondary 
and tertiary loops as well as the storage tank operate with water. The distribution loop is 
fed with 30 ºC water coming from the central supply network.  
The seasonal storage tank is a partially buried water tank built of reinforced concrete 
and insulated with 0.5 m of extruded polystyrene [32,33]. The tank has a cylindrical form 
with a constant height to diameter ratio of 0.6 and 20 levels of stratification.  
The auxiliary heater is a natural gas fueled boiler with 93% efficiency able to heat the 
water until it reaches the 50 ºC set-point [32]. The boiler is properly designed to be able to 
deliver 100% of the heat when required.  
All the TRNSYS simulations were performed using a 15 min time-step in order to 
reproduce precisely the temporal variation of the thermal processes [26]. Moreover, we 
use the results of the third year of the simulation to predict the plant performance during 
all the years of operation. This is because at the beginning of the first year of the 
simulation, the temperature inside the storage tank is defined as homogeneous and equal 
to 30 ºC. Hence, the simulation results of the first two years are used to eliminate the 
initial assumption about the water temperate inside the TEST.  
The energy flow profiles of the simulated CSHPSS model are consistent with those 
reported by Guadalfajara [54]. The CSHPSS efficiency, defined as the fraction between 
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the supplied solar energy and the total heating demand, differs in only 3% from the one 
obtained by Guadalfajara [54].  
The plant operates 40 years [56], but the following equipment units need to be 
replaced after 20 years of operation: solar collectors, the auxiliary boiler and the heat 
exchangers [57]. The life span of the storage tank is 80 years [57]. 
4.2. Climatic and heating demand input data 
The detailed climatic data for Barcelona have been obtained from the EnergyPlus 
database [58]. These data include solar radiation, ambient temperature, and air humidity, 
among other relevant information. In Fig. II-5 we show the average monthly values for the 
ambient temperature and the incident radiation per area of solar collector.  
To generate the heating demand for the residential sector in Spain, we have followed 
the work by Guadalfajara [54] in order to reproduce a 7-story building that meets the 
minimum requirements of the Spanish regulation [17]. The 3-D sample building was 
developed using the graphical tool SketchUp [59], and later imported to TRNSYS, where 
the profiles of occupation of the apartments and the physical properties of the materials of 
the walls and windows were added. Thus, by simulating this building model, we 
generated a typical year heating demand on an hourly timescale. The monthly values of 
the demand per useful area of an apartment are presented in Fig. II-5.  
The profiles generated following the approach described above differ in no more than 
0.6% from those reported by Guadalfajara [54]. The demand profiles of the validated 
model were extrapolated to 40 buildings, with a total demand of 4225 MWh/year of 
heating demand. 
 
Fig. II-5. Climatic conditions in Barcelona (Spain) and energy demand of the sample 
building. 
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4.3. Economic and environmental data 
The data used in the economic analysis (i.e. the parameters for the initial capital cost 
estimation and the data used to calculate the base year cost of the main equipment units) 
are summarized in Table II-1. 
Table II-1. Equipment cost parameters. 








974.15 0.833 Aperture area 
(m2) 
4,000 – 15,000 
m2 
2007 [61] 1 
Storage 
tank 
3955.3 0.650 Volume (m3) 1 – 100,000 m3 2007 [62] 1 
Auxiliary 
boiler 
225.01 0.746 Duty (kW) 600 – 10,000 
kW 
2001 [60] 2.1 
Heat 
exchangers 
3.1332 -0.331 Exchange 
area (m2) 









2009 [63] 3.24 




2009 [63] 3.24 
Table II-2 presents the CEPCI indices needed to update the purchase cost of the 
equipment from the base year to the year of installation of the CSHPSS.  
Table II-2. Chemical engineering plant cost indices [41]. 
Year 2001 2007 2009 2015 
CEPCI 394.3 525.4 521.9 547.2 
The operating costs for this case study were estimated as follows. Following the work 
by Kalogirou [40], the costs of maintenance are assumed to be 1.5% of the total initial 
purchase cost of the equipment. The costs of natural gas and electricity for 2015 are 
0.039 €/kWh [64] and 0.1735 €/kWh [65], respectively. Furthermore, we consider annual 
inflation rates for natural gas, electricity use and the purchase of goods. The annual rate 
of natural gas inflation (if) is set to 5.9%, and the rate of electricity inflation (ie) to 5.0%. 
These percentages are defined from the average annual change of the consumer price 
index between 2004 and 2014 in Spain [66]. Additionally, the general inflation rate (i) is 
assumed to be 2.3%, which is the average annual change of the harmonized indices of 
consumer prices for the period between 2004 and 2014 in Spain [67]. Moreover, a 3.5% 
annual market discount rate (d) has been considered [68]. 
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The LCA data were taken from the work by Raluy et al. [33], where the authors 
applied LCA to a CSHPSS plant simulated in Zaragoza (Spain). Table II-3 shows the 
impact of the main equipment units and utilities (based on ReCiPe 2008 methodology), 
with the former being expressed in relation to the size of the corresponding equipment 
(i.e. area of solar collector, inner surface of storage tank, etc.).  
Table II-3. Specific ReCiPe 2008 aggregated impact factor for the main equipment units 
and utilities, in ReCiPe points (Pt) per characteristic dimension. 
Unit/Utility 
Specific ReCiPe 
2008 impact factor 
(final score) 
Solar collector 17 Pt/m2 
Storage tank 117 Pt/m2 
Auxiliary boiler 1570 Pt/unit 
Heat exchangers 9 Pt/m2 
Pumps 82 Pt/unit 
Electricity 0.04 Pt/kWh 
Natural gas 0.02 Pt/kWh 
4.4. Optimization parameters 
The optimization parameters required to adjust the GPSPSOCCHJ algorithm were 
taken from Wetter [35]. The decision variables and their upper and lower bounds were 
incorporated to a command file, which was used by GenOpt during the optimization 
process. The bounds of the decision variables are defined as follows: 
 Ratio between ACOL and total heating demand (ADR), 
 Ratio between VTEST and ACOL (VAR). 
The starting points, the optimization step and the lower and upper bounds on 
variables are given in Table II-4.  
Table II-4. Specifications of the upper and lower bounds of the decision variables. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The solution of the multi-objective optimization model is given by a set of points that 
define the Pareto frontier of the problem (see Fig. II-6). Each optimal solution 
corresponds to a fully-defined configuration of a CSHPSS plant. It took 2500 CPU 
seconds on average to generate each of the Pareto solutions on a computer with an 
Intel® Core™ i5-4570 3.20GHz processor with 16 GB RAM. The GenOpt-TRNSYS 
platform iteratively simulated the TRNSYS model (spending around 30 CPU seconds per 
simulation) until the optimal solution was identified for each combination of weights. 
The optimal solutions calculated following our approach improve clearly the base 
case alternative, which lies on the sub-optimal region of the search space. Thus, by 
choosing the proper Pareto point, the environmental impact can be reduced in as much 
as 85% (24.75 Pt/MWh in the base case and 3.83 Pt/MWh in solution B) and the total 
cost in as much as 16% (69.54 €/MWh in the base case and 58.17 €/MWh in solution A).  
Starting from the minimum cost solution A, with the NPC equal to 58.17 €/MWh and 
the RCP equal to 4.53 Pt/MWh (see Fig. II-6), it is possible to reduce the impact by 15% 
by sacrificing the cost in as much as 5% compared to solution B (NPC is equal to 61.20 
€/MWh and RCP is equal to 3.83 Pt/MWh). Solution C, with the NPC equal to 58.79 
€/MWh and the RCP equal to 3.98 Pt/MWh, increases the cost by 1% with respect to the 
anchor point A, but at the same time reduces the impact by 12%. Without loss of 
generality, we will consider solution C, that was obtained with λ=0.5, as intermediate 
solution and use it throughout the analysis of the results. Note however, that any other 
intermediate solution would be equally valid for such an analysis, since all the Pareto 
points are optimal. 
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Fig. II-6. Pareto set of optimal configurations of a CSHPSS plant in Barcelona which 
meets the heating demand of 4225 MWh/year during its lifetime. Anchor points A and B 
are the minimum cost and minimum impact solutions, respectively; solution C is an 
intermediate CSHPSS design obtained with λ=0.5; base case represents a conventional 
heating system.  
Recall that each of the proposed solutions represents a different configuration of the 
CSHPSS plant. The proposed methodology enables an in-depth analysis of each 
configuration to help decision-makers chose the most attractive alternative. We next 
analyze the economic cost (Fig. II-7) and environmental impact breakdown (Fig. II-8) of 
the anchor points (solutions A and B in Fig. II-6) and compare them with those 
corresponding to the base case. 
In Fig. II-7, the capital cost in A and B solutions is quite large compared to that 
associated with the base case and might therefore be considered as a major financial 
bottleneck (the initial capital represents around 50% of the total net present cost). This 
issue is common to any CSHPSS configuration, as they require large investments to 
purchase the equipment units. More precisely, the solar collectors and the storage tank 
represent around 60% of the capital cost, whereas in the base case this percentage is 
2.8%, the heater is the most expensive unit and 95% of the NPC is mainly due to the 
natural gas cost.  
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Fig. II-7. Breakdown of the net present costs of two Pareto optimal solutions (solution A 
and B in Fig. II-6) for a CSHPSS plant which meets the heating demand of 4225 
MWh/year during its lifetime and the base case, which represents a conventional heating 
system. 
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Solutions A and B show a similar distribution of costs. However, A has slightly higher 
operating cost due to the cost of natural gas consumed during short periods along the 
year. On the other hand, natural gas consumption is drastically reduced in solution B. 
The anchor points A and B can reduce the impact in as much as 6 times compared 
to the base case by diminishing the amount of natural gas used as main fuel (see Fig. II-
8). In the base case, natural gas consumption represents almost 100% of the total impact 
(4.18·106 Pt), whereas in the minimum cost solution (A) it represents 22% of the total 
impact (0.17·106 Pt over 0.77·106 Pt). Moreover, in the minimum impact solution (B), 
natural gas consumption is almost negligible (1% of the total impact, 0.007·106 Pt over 
0.65·106 Pt).  
Comparing solutions A and B, we see that in both cases the solar collectors and the 
storage tank have a predominant share of the total impact. Hence, we can confirm the 
importance of the solar collectors and the storage tank from both, the economic and 
environmental points of view. In both anchor points, the storage tank is responsible for 
half of the damage to the environment. On the other hand, the fraction of the impact 
caused by the solar collectors increases from 21% in solution A (0.16·106 Pt over 
0.77·106 Pt) to 38% in solution B (0.24·106 Pt over 0.65·106 Pt), while the consumption of 
non-renewable energy sources is reduced (from 0.17·106 Pt to 0.007·106 Pt). 
Our analysis reveals that the solar collectors and storage tank are the main 
equipment units taking in consideration the tendencies observed in the previous 
economic cost and environmental impact breakdown figures. The proposed methodology 
provides the optimal sizing of the main equipment units for each optimal configuration 
(see Fig. II-9). The minimum cost solution (A) includes a field of solar collectors of 4600 
m2 and a storage tank of about 38700 m3. On the other hand, the minimum impact 
configuration (B) has a larger field of solar collectors of 7000 m2 and a storage tank of 
around 32100 m3. The dimensions of each of the equipment units vary approximately by 
20% to 30% between the extreme solutions of the Pareto frontier. 
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Fig. II-8. Breakdown of the environmental impact of two Pareto optimal solutions (solution 
A and B in Fig. II-6) for a CSHPSS plant which meets the heating demand of 4225 
MWh/year during its lifetime and the base case, which represents a conventional heating 
system. 
The environmental impact reduction from solution A to C occurs at the expense of 
increasing the area of solar collectors and the volume of the storage tank (Fig. II-9). 
Higher capacities of the main equipment units lead to larger cost but favor the reduction 
of non-renewable energy (i.e. natural gas and electricity) consumption, by replacing it by 
solar thermal energy. The move from solution C to B leads to more significant structural 
changes in the CSHPSS design. The area of the solar collectors is increased, while the 
volume of the storage tank is reduced (Fig. II-9), reflecting the necessity to satisfy the 
heating demand and reduce the environmental impact. Thus, a smaller fraction of the 
demand is covered by the thermal energy stored, favoring the transfer of direct energy 
from the solar collectors. 
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Fig. II-9. Optimal dimensions of solar collectors and storage tank for CSHPSS designs 
able to meet the heating demand of 4225 MWh/year during their lifetime. Anchor points A 
and B are the minimum cost and minimum impact solutions, respectively; solution C is an 
intermediate CSHPSS design obtained with λ=0.5. 
Finally, our methodology enables the analysis of the optimal configurations of a 
CSHPSS plant from the thermodynamic point of view. We present in Fig. II-10 the thermal 
energy profiles of a typical year of operation for the intermediate solution (solution C in 
Fig. II-6). The monthly values of heating demand are fulfilled either by the instant solar 
radiation coming directly from the solar collectors or by the thermal energy stored in the 
TEST. In extreme cases, when the instant solar radiation and the stored energy are not 
able to cover the demand, the auxiliary heater provides the necessary energy. These 
extreme cases occur mostly during February and March, when the storage tank is almost 
discharged. Between April and September, the surplus of solar radiation is stored inside 
the TEST in order to be consumed during the coldest months of the year. The amount of 
energy stored is represented as negative input in Fig. II-10. 
The incident solar radiation depicted in Fig. II-10 shows the availability of solar 
energy over the year and how it is used by the CSHPSS plant. The use of radiation is 
maximal in March, while in October it reaches its minimum level. This is due to several 
factors, including high heating demand, availability of storage space, and the combination 
of both. 
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Fig. II-10. Thermal energy profiles for the intermediate CSHPSS design (solution C in Fig. 
II-6), where heating demand of 4225 MWh/year is satisfied by energy transfer from solar 
collectors, storage tank, and auxiliary heater. Surplus of thermal energy is sent to storage 
tank (negative values) to be used in the future. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study we developed a multi-objective optimization approach to design complex 
central solar heating plants with seasonal storage that considers economic and 
environmental objectives simultaneously. The methodology integrates simulation software 
with an optimization algorithm: the objectives are evaluated through a full TRNSYS 
simulation, while the optimization is carried out by GenOpt tool, which implements a 
hybrid metaheuristic algorithm. 
We tested the capabilities of this approach in a case study of a CSHPSS located in 
Barcelona (Spain) that is able to supply 4225 MWh/year required for heating 1120 
apartments. The main finding of this work is that it is possible to find a solution based on 
a CSHPSS with better cost and environmental performance than the base case 
(conventional heating system), in other words, CSHPSS can bring both economic and 
environmental benefits simultaneously, provided one is willing to invest in the capital cost 
required to build the facility. In the case study, the minimum cost solution reduces by 16% 
the net present cost and by 82% the environmental impact compared to a conventional 
heating system. This solution implements a total area of 4600 m2 of solar collectors and a 
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seasonal storage tank of 38700 m3. Moreover, the minimum environmental impact 
solution reduces by 12% the net present cost and by 85% the environmental impact 
compared also to the base case design. This Pareto solution would require 7000 m2 of 
solar collectors and a storage tank of 32100 m3. 
Overall, the CSHPSS technology is an economic and environmentally viable 
alternative in Mediterranean climate regions that can lead to significant benefits. While 
competitive optimal solutions can be identified, the high initial investments may act as a 
financial bottleneck that can eventually slow down the implementation of such plants. 
Hence, Government subsides might play a key role in promoting this technology. It is 
therefore important to define effective policies based on a longer-term view of the 
problem and the need to transition towards a more sustainable energy infrastructure. 
Finally, the developed methodology can virtually offer a set of optimal CSHPSS plant 
designs for any climatic conditions and heating demand profiles. Through a detailed 
analysis of each optimal solution, decision-makers can choose the most convenient 
alternative to move towards a more sustainable energy system. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
ACOL total aperture area of the solar collectors (m2) 
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AHE1 or 2 heat transfer area of the heat exchanger 1 or 2 (m2) 
ADR 
ratio between the area of solar collectors and the total heating demand 
(m2/(MWh/year)) 
CAPk design variable of equipment unit k 
CAUX annual operation cost of auxiliary heater (€) 
CC initial capital cost (€) 
CEPCIyear A Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index in base year (-) 
CEPCIyear B Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index in installation year (-) 
𝑐𝐸 cost of electricity (€/kWh) 
𝑐𝐹 cost of natural gas (€/kWh) 
CM annual cost of equipment maintenance (€) 
CO total discounted operating cost (€) 
CP annual operation cost of pumps (€) 
CR total discounted equipment replacement cost (€) 
d market discount rate (%) 
DAMd indicator result for damage category d 
FBMk bare module factor of equipment unit k(-) 
𝑓𝑐(𝑥)  original objective function (NPC(x) or RCP(x)) 
𝑓?̅?(𝑥) normalized objective function (NPC(x) or RCP(x)) 
𝑓𝑚 maintenance factor (-) 
𝑓𝑃𝑁(𝑥) pseudo nadir point 
𝑓𝑈𝑇(𝑥) utopia point 
i annual inflation rate (%) 
𝑖𝑒 annual electricity inflation rate (%) 
𝑖𝑓 annual natural gas inflation rate (%) 
IMPe indicator result for endpoint impact category e 
LAUX annual natural gas load consumed by the auxiliary heater (MWh) 
LCIiMP 
life cycle inventory of the elementary flow i related to manufacturing 
process 
LCIiOP life cycle inventory of the elementary flow i related to operation activities 
LCIiTOT total life cycle inventory of the elementary flow i  
LCIiTR life cycle inventory of the elementary flow i related to transportation 
LP annual electricity load consumed by pumps (MWh) 
?̇?𝑃1 𝑜𝑟 𝑃2 𝑜𝑟 𝑃3 mass flow rate pumped through P1, P2 or P3 (kg/h) 
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Ne period of economic analysis (year) 
NPC net present cost of CSHPSS (€) 
PECk purchase cost of the equipment unit k in installation year (€) 
PECkyear A purchase cost of the equipment unit k in base year (€) 
PVFn 
present value factor of a single future cash flow at the beginning of nth 
time period (-) 
PWF present worth factor of periodic future cash flows (-) 
QAUX duty of auxiliary heater (kW) 
RCP ReCiPe 2008 aggregated impact factor (Pt) 
t time period (h) 
VTEST volume of the thermal energy storage tank (m3) 
VAR 
ratio between the volume of storage tank and the area of solar collectors 
(m3/m2) 
WS(x) weighted-sum objective function (-) 
x continuous variables of the simulation model 
𝑥𝐿 lower bounds of the continuous variables of the simulation model 
𝑥𝑈 upper bounds of the continuous variables of the simulation model 
𝛼𝐶𝐹 factor of contingency charges and fees (-) 
𝛼𝑘 purchase cost coefficient of equipment unit k 
𝛽𝑘 purchase cost exponent of equipment unit k (-) 
δd normalization factor for damage category d 
θei 
characterization factor that connects the elementary flow i with endpoint 
impact category e 
λ non-negative weight for the weighted-sum method 
ξd weighting factor for damage category d 
Abbreviations 
AUX auxiliary heater 
COL solar collector 
CHP combined heat and power 
CSHPSS central solar heating plant with seasonal storage 
DH district heating 
GenOpt generic optimization program 
GPSPSOCCHJ generalized pattern search algorithm with particle swarm optimization 
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with construction coefficient and Hooke-Jeeves algorithm 
HE heat exchanger 
HJ Hooke-Jeeves algorithm 
LCA life cycle assessment 
MOO multi-objective optimization 
P centrifugal pump 
PSO particle swarm optimization algorithm 
TES thermal energy storage 
TEST thermal energy storage tank 
TRNSYS transient system simulation program  
Indices 
c objective function 
d damage category 
e endpoint impact category 
i elementary flow 
k units 
Sets 
IDd set of endpoint impact categories e that contribute to damage d 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The global tendency for changing the world energy map is a booming topic, and 
more efforts should be scaled up to shift the current energy production systems towards 
the use of cleaner and less carbon-intensive sources. Currently, fossil fuels share about 
80% of the primary energy use [1]. The International Energy Outlook [2] forecasts a 
significant increase in the world energy demand over the next decades. It is projected that 
the global energy consumption will evolve by 48% in 2040 with a growth in the usage of 
crude oil and natural gas by 30% and 53.2%, respectively. This outlook trend leads to 
serious environmental problems such as more greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and the 
subsequent impact on the climate [3]. 
Europe is one of the relevant players in this scenario contributing 21.6% to the 
overall energy consumption [4]. Additionally, in the European Union (EU) the building 
stock accounts for about 40% of the total energy demand [5], while the residential sector 
consumes 63% of this energy [6]. According to estimations of the US Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) [2], the energy consumption demand for the residential section in the 
EU increases by an average of 0.9% per year. Along with all of these figures, the 
residential buildings are the fourth most important source of GHG in the EU and it 
accounted for about 10% of the total GHG in 2016 [7]. In response to this challenge, the 
EU has adopted the 2020 climate and energy package [8] which includes a set of 
requisite legislation to tackle the environmental concerns and support the energy security 
and independence. The package sets three main targets: (i) reduce by 20% the GHG 
emissions compared to the 1990 levels, (ii) increase the renewable energy share and (iii) 
improve its energy efficiency by 20%. In 2013, the EU approved a new ambitious 
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framework for the climate and energy between 2020 and 2030. This strategy plans to cut 
the GHG emissions by 40%, to achieve a share of at least 27% of renewable energies, 
and to improve the energy efficiency by at least 27% [9]. 
Among all of the renewable energy resources, the solar thermal energy obtained a 
considerable attention since it is a CO2 neutral and it can be used for both space and 
water heating [10,11]. Apparently, the solar thermal technologies could satisfy 
substantially the heat demand in the residential sector in many countries [12]. 
Furthermore, it has several advantages which include [13] (i) savings in the primary 
energy consumption at the end user and country planning level, (ii) increase in energy 
security against the fluctuations in the prices of the conventional energy resources, (iii) 
decrease the dependency on the electricity from the network, and (iv) contribute to the 
network stabilization. These solar thermal energy systems continue to increase their 
market share across whole Europe. More than 1.2 GW thermal was installed within 2015 to 
raise the total installed capacity to 34.4 GW thermal [14]. 
However, the solar thermal systems are facing a great challenge of intermittency and 
predictability, which cause a gap between the supply and the energy demand [15,16]. 
The thermal energy storage (TES) systems can effectively solve this issue [17]. There are 
three main categories of the TES. These categories include the sensible TES through a 
temperature gradient, the latent TES based on the phase change materials, and the 
thermo-chemical TES through chemical reactions [18]. Currently, sensible storage is the 
most common system to be used in the residential sector, while latent and chemical 
systems are promising technologies under development [19]. 
The specific heat and energy density are the two main characteristics that evaluate 
the thermal capacity of the sensible TES. Besides thermal capacity characteristics, the 
TES cost has also a vital role in the selection process. Therefore, water, rock material, 
and soil/ground are the usually employed storage media in the sensible TES systems. 
The energy storage in the sensible TES systems can be classified into long-term 
(seasonal) and short-term (diurnal) [20]. The main difference between these two systems 
is the solar collector and storage volume sizing where the investment per square meter of 
collector area is almost doubled in the long-term seasonal storage systems [21]. In 
addition to that, seasonal storage is always coupled with an auxiliary heater to cover the 
shortage in supply [22]. On the contrary, short-term storage allows a direct usage in the 
heating district network.  
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The sensible seasonal storage coupled with the solar heating system has been 
subjected to several investigations and it has already been introduced as a feasible 
alternative. Initially, in the 1950’s, Speyer [23] assesses theoretically the potential of the 
central solar heating plant coupled with seasonal storage (CSHPSS) to benefit from the 
excess of solar energy in summer during the winter period. The first proof of concept for 
this system was developed in Sweden in the 1970’s to address the energy shortage crisis 
[24], followed by Denmark and Germany in the 1990’s [25]. Since then, the market for the 
solar heating plants has grown throughout Europe [26], particularly in Northern and 
Central European countries. During 2016, 37 large heating plants were installed in 
Europe compared to 21 new installed in 2015. Within these installations, 31 systems were 
added to the Denmark district heating networks, 4 systems in Germany, 1 system in 
Sweden and 1 system in France [27]. In the southern European countries, some positive 
signs of growth of solar thermal energy are noticed from Spain and Greece. These 
evolution signs are due to the legislation imposed by the governments to scale up the 
utilization of renewable energy technologies [28].  
Regarding this evolution, several review papers tend to discuss the principal 
methods available for the seasonal storage of the central solar heating system 
[12,21,22,29,30]. In addition, several studies were conducted to give insight into the 
technical [31–35], and economic potential of the CSHPSS [36,37] with consideration for 
the environmental impacts [13,38]. 
To maximize the benefits from the CSHPSS in the residential sector, the optimal 
sizing of the system components and their operation should be planned properly. This 
can turn into a computationally requesting task. Li et al. [39] explored the optimal 
operation strategy for the CSHPSS based on the orthogonal schedule using real data. 
Ucar and Inalli [40] and Durâo et al. [41] lean towards optimizing the design parameters 
of CSHPSS for different locations from an economical point of view using Genetic 
Algorithms. Buoro et al. [42] formulated a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) 
approach for optimizing the CSHPSS plant together with a conventional power unit for a 
large district heating network. Recently, several studies emphasized on the importance of 
taking into account the techno-economic and environmental impact simultaneously when 
expanding the optimization approach for designing a new CSHPSS plant. Tulus et al. [43] 
proposed a systematic multi-objective optimization (MOO) approach for CSHPSS plants 
based on a generic optimization tool according to economic and environmental indicators. 
This becomes especially important as the main impact weight shifts from the fossil fuel 
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consumption to the materials used for the installation. Besides, Pavičević et al. [44] 
developed and demonstrated a long-term MILP optimization model based on SCIP 
(Solving Constraint Integer Program) solver for district heating systems. This model can 
handle the operation strategy and system component sizing in the planning and 
evaluation process with considerations for the cost and the environmental impacts 
throughout the project lifetime. 
Even though the tendency of the CSHPSS plants is promising, a range of potential 
barriers (technical, financial and administrative) are still obstructing the wide deployment 
of CSHPSS in Europe. One of the greatest challenges associated with the CSHPSS is 
the performance uncertainty. According to several large-scale seasonal energy storage 
systems, the solar fraction of the plants has a quite wide variation [45] which suggests a 
high degree of uncertainty in the quantifiable costs and benefits. In German and Spanish 
CSHPSS projects [31, 36] the combination of a seasonal heat storage with a central solar 
heating system enables solar fractions of over 50%. While in a CSHPSS project for a 
residential area in Alberta (Canada) 97% of solar fraction was achieved in the fifth year of 
operation [46]. A simulation study for district solar heating combined with borehole 
seasonal storage in Helsinki showed that high solar fraction of 96% is feasible [47]. 
Besides the performance uncertainty, the high capital costs of this technology represent a 
challengeable barrier and make it more difficult to obtain the required funding [48]. Also, 
there are primarily political and legal barriers which include: lack of a clear model of the 
system which could help the European 2030 climate and energy framework achieve its 
targets; the sudden change in the renewable energy legal framework in some EU 
countries such as Spain [49]. All these technical, economic and legal barriers promote 
high uncertainty in quantifying the CSHPSS benefits over its lifetime and add more 
difficulties for the EU members to state their own forecast plans for future deployment of 
the CSHPSS in district heating fields. 
Up to our comprehensive literature review of CSHPSS plants in the residential 
sector, simultaneous optimization of life cycle costing (LCC) for the economic analysis 
and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) for the environmental impact burdens considering 
technical performances of CSHPSS plants in various EU member states has not been 
addressed so far. Furthermore, we additionally considered short-term heat storage 
incorporating domestic hot water (DHW) services as an individual process coupled to the 
CSHPSS, which is not usually included in other works. And finally, we attempt to forecast 
the tendencies of CSHPSS installation in the EU for the next decade. 
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Thus, this work aims to develop a systematic MOO framework capable of providing 
sets of economically and environmentally optimal solutions for CSHPSS plants in different 
EU member states (with different types of climate) with comparison to a conventional 
heating system using natural gas as the main heat source. The simulation-optimization 
methodology framework begins with a detailed simulation of the CSHPSS plant 
performance using TRNSYS 18 software [50] considering seasonal and short-term 
storage systems and their respective load profiles based on the explored climates. Then 
the multi-objective optimization is performed by an external generic optimization toolbox 
(GenOpt [51]). The proposed methodology can serve as a supportive tool for decision-
makers helping them assess the potential of the CSHPSS plants in Europe and 
subsequently, promote a clear statement towards the possibility of achieving the 2030 
European climate and energy framework targets. 
The chapter organization is the following: in section 2 a general overview of the 
CSHPSS system is provided; the mathematical formulation of the simulation-optimization 
methodology together with the mathematical basis of the CSHPSS market forecasting are 
provided in section 3; section 4 describes the application of the methodology to four EU 
climate zones and section 5 offers the necessary results and discussions; finally, the 
conclusions of the work are presented in section 6. 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE CSHPSS SYSTEM 
Central solar heating plants with seasonal thermal energy storage are designed to 
fulfill energy demands for space heating (SH) and DHW in a residential sector (see Fig. 
III-1). Usually, these systems are designed to supply district heating for more than 100 
apartments with a solar fraction of approximately 50% [31]. The main components of the 
CSHPSS system are the thermal solar collector, the seasonal storage tank (SST), and 
the DHW storage tank (DHWT). The solar collector transfers the heat gained from the 
solar radiation to the storage tanks which is then supplied to the customer on demand. 
The mismatching between the energy supply and demand in the daily and seasonal 
bases is balanced through the storage tanks. Auxiliary natural gas heaters are installed to 
back up the required heat demand in case the solar heating system failed to cover it. 
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Fig. III-1. Overview of the central solar heating system with a long and short-term storage 
tanks coupled to a district heating network. 
The SST facilitates long-term storage of thermal energy used to cover the SH 
demand during a winter season with solar energy stored during a summer period. The 
long-term storage implies relatively large dimensions for the SST which favors slow 
charging and discharging processes. On the other hand, the DHWT is a short-term 
independent storage tank which is used to cover the daily DHW service at a temperature 
of 60ºC. 
The proposed CSHPSS system is divided into four circuits, three of them are closed: 
solar field circuit, seasonal storage circuit, and SH distribution circuit; and the last one, 
DHW distribution circuit, is open (i.e. fed from the water main) as shown in Fig. III-2. The 
water-glycol mixture is the primary heat transfer fluid in the solar field circuit. The solar 
energy is collected through the field of solar collectors (COL) and centrifugal pump (P1) 
impulses the fluid to reach the heat exchangers (HE1) and (HE2). These heat exchangers 
connect the solar field circuit to the seasonal storage circuit or DHW distribution circuit 
depending on the selected control mode through Y-type valves. The heat exchangers 
separate the solar field circuit from the SST and DHWT to protect the solar collectors 
from damage [52]. 
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Fig. III-2. Process flow diagram of the CSHPSS plant simulated in TRNSYS 18, where 
COL is the field of solar collectors, SST is the seasonal storage tank, DHWT is the 
domestic hot water tank, AUXi are the auxiliary heaters, HEi are the heat exchangers, and 
Pi are the centrifugal pumps. 
In the DWH operation mode (priority 1) the monitored variables are the average 
DHWT temperature and the COL output temperature. Once the mode is triggered, the 
centrifugal pumps P1 and P4 are activated, and the water is sent towards the DHWT 
through HE2. A natural gas boiler AUX2 is installed to cover any occasional shortages in 
the thermal energy supply to the DHW network. Two Y-type valves regulate the water 
temperature arriving to the DHW network through mixing of fresh water from the water 
main with the hot water coming from the AUX2. 
In the SH operation mode (priority 2) the monitored variables are the SST 
temperatures, the average DHWT temperature and the COL output temperature. Once 
the average DHWT temperature hits its setpoint and the COL output temperature is 
higher than the SST bottom temperature, the mode is activated by starting pumps P1 and 
P2 and allowing the heat transfer through HE1 in order to charge the SST. During the heat 
demand period, a variable speed pump P3 impulses the cold water to the bottom of the 
SST and discharges the hot water to the HE3 that connects the seasonal storage circuit to 
the SH distribution circuit. Downstream the HE3 a natural gas boiler AUX1 is installed. 
This boiler operates when the SST cannot reach the setpoint. The combination of two Y-
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type valves regulates the water temperature arriving to the heating network through back-
mixing of the returned water from the network with the hot water coming from the AUX1.  
Beside these two operation modes, the simultaneous SH and DWH mode (priority 3) 
is also established and regulated based on the controlling system when the conditions of 
the two previous modes are satisfied.  
Additional control loops regulate the operation of the Y-type valves in the SH and 
DHW distribution circuits in order to maintain the established setpoints at the entrances of 
the heating and DHW networks. 
3. METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK 
Our simulation-optimization approach [53–57] incorporates the evaluation of a 
CSHPSS plant performance at various EU locations and the definition of a set of optimal 
configurations of the plant from both techno-economic and environmental aspects 
simultaneously. Thus, the proposed methodology is a multi-objective optimization 
problem. The transient performance of the CSHPSS plant is modeled in TRNSYS 18, 
simulation software which allows to interconnect available standard equipment units to 
obtain more complex systems. The optimization is performed externally using a generic 
optimization toolbox, GenOpt. The first subsection of the methodology illustrates the 
developed TRNSYS model and its input and output data. The second subsection shows 
the techno-economic and environmental criteria for assessing the proposed CSHPSS. 
Finally, the third subsection dives deeper into the optimization framework itself and the 
implemented algorithm. 
3.1. TRNSYS simulation model 
TRNSYS 18, transient simulation software, is employed to analyze the dynamic 
behavior of the proposed CSHPSS. The software operates by solving partial differential 
equations of the mass and energy balances within previously defined boundaries.  
The dynamic nature of the program intends to offer a realistic simulation of the 
CSHPSS plant. On the other hand, to reduce the computational cost, the model is 
simulated over a typical year of operation and the solution is extrapolated over the plant 
lifetime assuming same climatic conditions and demand profiles year after year. 
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The proposed simulation model follows the models previously developed by 
Guadalfajara et al. [36] and Tulus et al. [43] with modifications to include the DHW 
distribution circuit and a more sophisticated controlling loop. See the information flow 
diagram presented in Fig. III-3 for details about the individual components (called Types 
inside the software) used in TRNSYS. Each type has three main information boxes which 
include the component-specific parameters, input variables, and output variables.  
The main types used in our CSHPSS model are: flat plate solar collectors (Type 1a) 
with an optical efficiency of 0.817, sensible storage tanks (Type 4c) with heat loss 
coefficient of 0.06 W/m2·K and 0.3125 W/m2·K for the SST and DHWT, respectively, 
counter flow heat exchangers (Type 5b) with overall heat transfer coefficient of 3931 
W/m2·K, and auxiliary heaters (Type 6) with an efficiency of 93%. The secondary model 
types are: single speed centrifugal pumps (Type 3b), inlet and outlet pipe ducts (Type 
709), three-way valves (Type 11h),controlled flow diverters (Type 11f), tempering valves 
(Type 11b), soil temperature profile for the SST (Type 77), weather data processor (Type 
15-3), time-dependent forcing functions for the heating and DHW demand profiles (Type 
9c), and controllers (Type 2b). 
3.2. Evaluation criteria 
Several evaluation criteria were formulated to quantify the CSHPSS performance. 
3.2.1. Technical criteria 
The technical evaluation of the dynamic behavior of the CSHPSS plant is described 
through several parameters that include the energy supplied by the SST, DHWT, and 
auxiliary boilers. 
The storage tank has a vital role in the CSHPSS plant performance. Thus, the 
energy provided by the fully stratified seasonal and DHW storage tanks are described in 




SST SSTQ m c T   (III-1) 
0
t
DHWDH p DHWWQ m c T   (III-2) 
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Fig. III-3. Information flow diagram of the CSHPSS system modelled in TRNSYS 18 with 
the representation of the software components and their interconnections. 
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where ṁf and ṁDHW are the mass flow rates of the recirculated water inside the SH 
and the DHW distribution circuits, respectively, cp is the specific heat capacity, ΔTSST and 
ΔTDHW are the temperature differences between the extracted and replaced water at 
storage tanks to cover the SH and DHW load, respectively. 
Auxiliary boilers are utilized to cover the SH demand and the DHW demand when the 
solar system is unable to reach the set temperature point. The auxiliary energy rate 
supplied to the SH and DHW networks can be expressed as shown in Eq. III-3 and III-4, 
respectively [59]: 
1 f pAUX LQ m c T   (III-3) 
2AUX DH p LWQ m c T   (III-4) 
where ΔTL is the temperature difference between the distribution circuits and the 
solar field circuit. 
Annual solar fraction [60,61] for the SH and DHW distribution circuits are introduced 
as technical performance indicators. These indicators can be computed using Eq. III-5 
and III-6 as a function of the heating network demand (Qheating load), and the DHW network 



























3.2.2. Economic criteria 
In the current study, the economic evaluation of the CSHPSS system follows the 
work of Tulus et al. [43] which is carried out based on the life cycle costing (LCC) 
methodology [58,62]. 
The LCC methodology is a valuable monetary approach for assessing the energy 
system designs in terms of the initial purchase cost and the operational costs throughout 
the expected lifetime of the system. The LCC perspective in the early stages of design 
empowers the decision-makers to deeply comprehend the lifetime costs of the system 
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[44], and subsequently enhance the possibility of an additional reduction in the system 
operational cost even if more investment cost is required [63]. 
The main principle of the LCC methodology is the future cost approach. Its feature is 
to discount the summation of all expenses during the lifetime of the system to its present 
value where the net present cost (NPC) can be estimated by adding the initial capital cost 
(CC), the operational cost (CO) and the total replacement cost of the equipment (CR): 
C O RNPC C C C   (III-7) 
3.2.2.1. Initial capital cost 
The initial capital cost is the investment cost at the project starting point. It takes into 
consideration the actual equipment cost, the installation labor and transportation costs 
along with any possible contingency expenses: 
(1 ) ( · )
C k kCF
k
PEC FBMC     (III-8) 
where PECk is the initial purchase cost of equipment unit k, FBMk denotes the bare 
module factor, which represents the installation labor and transportation costs, and αCF 
denotes the contingency fees factor. 
The PECk is brought to its present worth value from the base year (year A) to the 
year of installation (year B) using the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index (CEPCI) 
[64] as follows: 
   
yearB
yearA




   (III-9) 
The initial purchase cost of equipment unit k at year A can be estimated as shown in 
Eqs. III-10 to III-12: 
   , , ,k
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 
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 (III-12) 
where αk and βk are the equipment purchase parameters of unit k and CAPk is the 
design variable of unit k. In the current study, the design variables are the solar collector 
area (ACOL), the volume of the storage tanks (VSST, VDHW), the capacity of the auxiliary 
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heaters (AUX1, AUX2), the effective heat transfer area of the heat exchangers (HE1, HE2, 
HE3) and the mass flow rates of the pumps (ṁ1, ṁ2 , ṁ3). 
3.2.2.2. Operational cost 
The operational cost refers to the sum of all the annual operating costs such as 
maintenance costs of the different equipment units and facilities, the consumption of 
electricity by hydraulic equipment and the consumption of natural gas by auxiliary 
heaters. It can be expressed as follows: 
AUX AUO M M P P XC C PWF C PWF C PWF    (III-13) 
where CM, CP and CAUX represent the annual maintenance cost, hydraulic equipment 
(i.e. pumps) and auxiliary consumption costs, respectively. The present worth factor 
(PWF) counts for the time value of money considering the inflation rate (i), discount rate 
(d), and lifetime of the proposed system (Ne) as expressed in Eq. III-14: 
1 11    
1  













3.2.2.3. Replacement cost 
Several equipment units in the CSHPSS plant have a high depreciation rate and 
subsequently need to be replaced during the plant operation. These units are the field of 
solar collectors, the heat exchangers, and the auxiliary heaters. The replacement cost 
can be expressed as shown in Eq. III-15 with consideration for the equipment present 
value: 




C PVF PEC FMB   (III-15) 
where PVFn is the present value factor of a future cash flow at year n and it can be 
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3.2.3. Environmental criteria 
The LCC is purely based on an economic approach not considering the 
environmental performance of the CSHPSS plant. In this context, the environmental 
impact is assessed by using the life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology. This 
methodology enables a comprehensive estimation of the local environmental impacts by 
analyzing the product lifecycle from a global perspective. Thus, LCA assesses the 
product based on the “cradle-to-grave” concept [65] taking into account a range of 
environmental categories. The LCA methodology was standardized through ISO 14040 
series [66–68], and it comprises four main phases which trail a specific sequence: goal 
and scope definition, inventory analysis, impact assessment and interpretation. These 
phases are depicted in details in the next subsections as mentioned previously by 
Guillén-Gosálbez et al. [69]. 
3.2.3.1. Goal and scope definition 
This phase comprises three main scopes: the system, its boundaries, and the 
functional unit. In the system boundary, the entire product life cycle should be analyzed 
(“cradle-to-grave” concept). However, this study focuses on the CSHPSS plant itself, 
which is connected to an existing district heating network. Therefore, the system 
boundary would be drawn based on the “cradle-to-gate” concept with exclusion for the 
end user distribution networks, that is, from extraction of raw materials for equipment 
units manufacturing to delivery of hot water to the district heating network. The functional 
unit in this study is the energy amount demanded by the end user to cover his heating 
and hot water necessities over the entire time horizon. 
3.2.3.2. Inventory analysis 
This is the second phase in the LCA sequence, it quantifies the input and output 
materials and the energy consumption associated with the CSHPSS plant construction 
and operation. In the current problem, several sources of impact are considered: 
equipment manufacturing and utility energy consumption (natural gas and electricity) by 
the system during the whole lifetime (LCIiMP); material and finished equipment units’ 
transportation to the site (LCIiTR); plant operation during the entire time horizon (LCIiOP). 
These resources consumption associated with the whole elementary flows during its 
lifetime has been retrieved from the Ecoinvent 3.0 database [70]. Mathematically, the 
inventory entries can be expressed as follows: 
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   TOT MP TR OPi i i iLCI LCI LCI LCI i     (III-17) 
where LCIiTOT is the total life cycle inventory associated with the elementary flow i. 
LCIi
MP, LCIiTR, and LCIiOP refer to the manufacturing processes, the transportation tasks 
and the plant operation associated with the elementary flow i, respectively. 
3.2.3.3. Impact assessment 
In this phase, the inventory data are translated into environmental impacts. As 
mentioned previously, three different damage categories include the human health, the 
ecosystem, and the resources damages based on the ReCiPe 2008 framework [71]. The 
characterization of the promoted framework has been carried out based on the endpoints 
level not considering the midpoints. Mathematically, the impact values associated to each 
impact category can be expressed as follows: 
·    TOT
ie e i
i
IMP LCI e   (III-18) 
where θei denotes the characterization factor which links the elementary flow i with 
endpoint impact category e. 
Finally, the endpoint impact categories e are aggregated into damage categories 
(DAMd), which are further normalized and aggregated into a single final indicator RCP as 
stated in Eqs. III-19 and III-20: 






   (III-19) 




RCP DAM d    (III-20) 
where IDd  represents a set of endpoint impacts e that contribute to the damage 
category d, RCP is the ReCiPe 2008 aggregated metric, and δd, εd are the specific 
normalization and weighting factors, respectively. The normalization factors are estimated 
based on the damage calculations for relevant European land uses, emissions and 
extractions [72], whereas the weighting factors are specified based on recommended 
values defined in the ReCiPe 2008. 
3.2.3.4. Interpretation 
This phase provides an analysis of the results in addition to a set of 
recommendations that assist in improving the system performance. In this context, the 
environmental impact indicator RCP for different design alternatives is coupled with the 
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LCC methodology which uses NPC for evaluating the future cost through a multi-objective 
optimization algorithm. This framework assists in optimizing the economic and 
environmental impacts simultaneously obtaining a set of Pareto optimal solutions which 
give a further insight into different design alternatives, and subsequently promote various 
solutions for the decision-makers that best fit their legislations. 
3.2.4. Future market development criteria 
In order to try to anticipate the future development of the CSHPSS technology in 
monetary terms taking into consideration the actual effect of the technology deployment, 
we performed a CSHPSS market projection up to 2030 [73–75]. The obtained learning 
curve by definition [76,77] tends to develop a relation between the cumulative market size 
and the production cost of the CSHPSS plant (Eq. III-21). 










   
 
 (III-21) 
Here C(xt) is the marginal cost of the CSHPSS plant production (x) at a certain time t, 
C(xo) is the cost production at the reference point (xo), and b is the learning parameter 
which is estimated based on the fractional reduction in the CSHPSS plant cost 
represented by the learning rate (LR). The values for the LR are estimated based on 
stated recommendation in the European Energy Scenario [75]. In addition to the market 
projection for the next decade, several specific annual figures can be assigned so the 
CSHPSS cost reduction can be anticipated on a chronological index. 
3.3. Optimization procedure 
The main goal of the optimization procedure is to simultaneously reduce the total 
cost of the plant (NPC) and its environmental impact (RCP) while still satisfying the 
technical requirements. The main decision variables in our model are the area of solar 
collectors (ACOL) and the volume of the seasonal storage tank (VSST), the dimensions of 
the other equipment units are related to the decision variables through mathematical 
equations. It is worth noting that our methodology is general enough to incorporate 
additional decision variables.  
The developed TRNSYS model is connected to the GenOpt optimization toolbox, 
which integrates several predefined optimization algorithms. The general mathematical 
representation of the simulation-optimization model can be seen below: 
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1 2min    ( ), ( )
  s.t.   ( ) 0
          








 (M III-1) 
where f1(x) and f2(x) are the objective functions, in this case net present cost, 
NPC(x), and ReCiPe 2008 aggregated impact factor, RCP(x), and x denotes the 
continuous variables of the simulation model, which can vary between their lower and 
upper bounds xL and xU, respectively. The equality constraints h(x) = 0, that model mass 
and energy balances as well as thermodynamic correlations, are implicitly solved in 
TRNSYS.  
The solution of the multi-objective problem introduced in model M III-1 provides a set 
of Pareto points, which represent the optimal trade-off between economic and 
environmental objectives. The extreme points of this Pareto frontier are the so-called 
anchor points, which correspond to the individual minimum of each objective. The Pareto 
solutions are calculated here via the weighted-sum method [78], which relies on 
formulating an auxiliary single-objective model that optimizes a linear weighted-sum (WS) 
of the original objectives (M III-2). Note that the weighted-sum method cannot generate 
solutions lying on the nonconvex part of the Pareto set. 
21min    (1 ) ( ) ( )
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 (M III-2) 
Here, f̅1(x) and f̅2(x) are the normalized objectives, and λ is the non-negative weight 
given to f̅2(x), i.e. the normalized RCP(x) function. We normalize the objectives as shown 
below: 
( )














where fcUT denotes the cth coordinate of the utopia points and fcPN denotes the cth 
coordinate of the pseudo nadir point. These points, fcUT and fcPN, are the anchor points. 
The solution procedure was integrated via MATLAB routine designed to speed up the 
optimization process. The routine would launch several GenOpt toolboxes or start 
TRNSYS simulations whenever required. 
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The procedure starts with the determination of the anchor points. To obtain the 
individual minimum of the RCP(x) function, M III-2 is solved for λ=1. Next, to determine 
the individual minimum of the NPC(x) function, M III-2 is solved for λ=0. The two previous 
cases run simultaneously sharing all the available RAM memory of the computer. Once 
the anchor points are identified, the WS normalization is performed. Afterwards, M III-2 is 
solved a finite number of times for different weight values between 0 and 1 (see details in 
Fig. III-4) to generate desired number of Pareto points (NPP is specified by the user). The 
MATLAB routine launches simultaneously various optimizations with different λ weights 
until there is no available memory. Once all the memory slots are occupied, the routine 
halts until necessary RAM memory is liberated and launches the next points. The 
procedure terminates after all the optimization runs have stopped displaying the full 
Pareto frontier. 
3.3.1. Optimization algorithm 
To perform the separate single-objective optimization steps we used a hybrid 
metaheuristic optimization algorithm [51], known as the Generalized Pattern Search 
algorithm with Particle Swarm Optimization with Construction Coefficient and Hooke-
Jeeves (GPSPSOCCHJ). This algorithm uses the combined benefits of the Particle 
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [79,80] and the Hooke-Jeeves (HJ) algorithm [81]. 
The details of this hybrid metaheuristic algorithm are discussed in Wetter [51].  
The PSO algorithm is in charge of performing a global search over the feasible space 
of possible solutions. Since PSO is a population-based probabilistic algorithm, it 
generates several particles uniformly scattered over the feasible space, where each of 
the particles are potential optimal solutions. This is achieved by performing runs with 
randomly generated values for the decision variables. On the other hand, the HJ is a local 
generalized pattern search algorithm, and it explores the feasible space following paths of 
potential minimization of the objective function. The best particle found by PSO, the 
potential optimal solution, is used as a starting point for the HJ algorithm, which 
exhaustively explores its neighborhood in an attempt to improve the solution. To reduce 
the probability of falling in a local optimum we included multiple starts of the HJ algorithm. 
This combined PSO-HJ architecture is used to avoid possible local optimal solutions 
which may exist due to the nonconvex nature of the problem. Note that our methodology 
is not limited to be used only with GPSPSOCCHJ algorithm; any other algorithm can be 
easily implemented. 
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Fig. III-4. Flow chart of the solution procedure performed in MATLAB environment, where 
NPP is the number of points of the Pareto frontier specified by the user. 
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4. CASE STUDIES (FOUR EU CLIMATE ZONES) 
In this section, the proposed methodology procedure was applied to four climatic 
zones in Europe. The main objective is to assess the feasibly of the CSHPSS plant in the 
residential sector of these countries in techno-economic and environmental terms. 
The CSHPSS plant is connected to a reference residential neighborhood community 
of 1120 apartments [43] which is placed in various European countries. Each apartment 
of this neighborhood community has a useful area of 90 m2 [82]. The buildings are 
equipped with a radiant underfloor heating system and a domestic hot water system in 
order to meet the SH and DHW demand at 50ºC and 60ºC, respectively. The CSHPSS 
model validation is performed based on the implemented work by Guadalfajara et al. [36]. 
Besides, a boiler fueled with natural gas is considered as a base case for 
comparison purposes. This conventional system is designed to satisfy the heating and 
DHW demand alone independently on the CSHPSS plant. 
4.1. Specifications of the simulation model 
A field of flat plate solar collectors supplies thermal heat to the CSHPSS model. 
These collectors are coupled in series and oriented to the south with a specific inclination 
based on the respective latitude of the cities [83] as shown in Table III-1. The primary 
working fluid in the solar field circuit is a 67/ 33w/w mixture of a water-glycol solution with a 
flow rate of 20 kg/h·m2. Whereas the other three circuits (seasonal storage, SH 
distribution, DHW distribution circuits) are operated with water. 
A partially buried tank with a cylindrical cross-section is used for a seasonable 
storage purpose. This tank has a fixed height to diameter ratio of 0.6, insulated with 0.5 m 
of extruded polystyrene and divided into 20 equally stratified levels. On the other hand, 
the DHW tank is relatively small since it covers only the daily DHW service. The DHWT 
has a height to diameter ratio of 1.7 with 10 equally stratified levels.  
Natural gas boilers with 93% efficiency are utilized as auxiliary heaters in both the 
SH and DHW distribution circuits. The boilers are designed to satisfy up to 100% of the 
heat demand when required. 
The TRNSYS simulation predicts the transient response of the CSHPSS plant based 
on a simulation time step of 15 min. The system evaluation was performed over three 
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years of simulation (28,260 hrs.). Then the performance of the third year was 
extrapolated over the total lifetime of the CSHPSS plant. Due to initial homogeneity 
assumption of 30ºC inside the storage tanks, the first two years of simulation were 
performed to eliminate the initial assumption effect. The lifetime of the CSHPSS is 
40 years [84]. However, the solar collectors, the DHWT, the heat exchanger, and the 
auxiliary heaters need to be replaced after 20 years of operation, while the lifespan of the 
SST is considered to reach 80 years [85]. 
4.2. Meteorological data 
Various climate zones were selected to evaluate the application performance of the 
CSHPSS plants in the EU. In Europe, the climate can be categorized into three major 
climate types [86,87]: Mediterranean climate, central European climate, and Nordic 
climate. Four cities were selected to represent these major climatic types: 
 Mediterranean climate: Madrid and Athens represent this climatic type with 
difference in the daylight hours, the daily ambient temperature and the humidity 
due to their geographical location. Madrid is considered Continental 
Mediterranean climate, while Athens is considered Mediterranean climate. 
 Central European climate: Berlin is selected as representative for this climate 
type. In comparison with the Mediterranean climate, a moderate reduction in the 
ambient temperature and daylight hours is noticed. 
 Nordic climate: Helsinki is chosen as an example of this climate type. This type of 
weather is elected as an opposite to the Mediterranean climate with a drastic 
reduction in both the ambient temperature and the daylight hours. 
The geographic information including the latitude and the solar collector inclination 
angle for the four cities are illustrated in Table III-1. Whereas the climate conditions of the 
four cities including the average ambient temperature and the annual incident solar 
radiation per area are extracted from the EnergyPlus database [88] as shown in Fig. III-5. 
Several parameters need to be defined based on the climate conditions of the cities. 
These parameters include the SH and DHW consumption, the economic [89] and the 
environmental [90] data which are defined in the following sections. 
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Fig. III-5. Climatic conditions in the four European cities taken as representatives for the 
different EU climate zones. 
Table III-1. Latitudes and relative inclination angles of the solar collectors in the four 
European cities taken as representatives for the different EU climate zones. 
City Latitude (º) Inclination angle (º) 
Madrid 40 50 
Athens 37 50 
Berlin 52 60 
Helsinki 60 70 
 
4.3. Space heating and DHW profiles 
The heating demand for the residential neighborhood community follows 
Guadalfajara et al. [36] and Tulus et al. [43] studies. A 3-D building model was generated 
using a graphical tool SketchUp [91] and imported into the TRNSYS model. In TRNSYS, 
the occupation profiles of the apartments and physical properties of the construction 
materials were included.  A typical hourly heating load over a year of operation depending 
on the climatic conditions of the city was simulated in this TRNSYS building model. These 
data were then extrapolated to the whole neighborhood of 40 buildings (see the profiles in 
Fig. III-6). 
The DHW demand for the residential neighborhood community depends on four main 
factors which comprise: 
 The daily water consumption per person: Ahmed et al. [92] indicated that the 
water consumption is highly dependent on the geographical location. Therefore, 
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the DHW consumption has a high level of diversity from one city to another. The 
DHW consumption per capita is 28, 30, 35, and 35 liter/capita·day in Madrid, 
Athens, Berlin, and Helsinki, respectively [93]. 
 Monthly water temperature from the public distribution network: The water 
temperature was calculated on the basis of the town and the month of the year 
using EnergyPlus database [88]. 
 The number of people living in each household: The DHW consumption is 
dependent on the people/property value, and it is considered as a constant value 
(4 people/property) referring to the European average [94,95]. 
The daily DHW consumption profiles are simulated using a computer software, 
DHWcalc [96]. This software assists in developing a realistic and detailed hourly DHW 
consumption profiles with consideration for the main factors controlling the DHW demand 
(see the profiles in Fig. III-6). 
 
Fig. III-6. Annual space heating and DHW demand profiles in the four European cities 
taken as representatives for the different EU climate zones. 
4.4. Economic and environmental data 
The parameters for the initial purchase cost estimation of the main equipment units 
of the CSHPSS are summarized in Table III-2 following Tulus et al. [43]. While the 
operational cost is estimated as 1.5% of the initial purchase cost based on Kalogirou [62] 
recommendation. The cost for both the electricity and natural gas are dependent on the 
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country policies. Therefore, the electricity and natural gas costs were extracted from the 
EUROSTAT database [89] and summarized in Table III-4. Furthermore, the inflation rate 
associated with the price of these power resources is set to 5%, and 5.9% for the 
electricity and natural gas, respectively [43]. In addition, the inflation rate associated with 
the proposed system during its life cycle is set to 2.3% [97], while the annual discount 
rate is set to 3.5% [98]. 
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The LCA data are retrieved from the Ecoinvent database [90]. These data include the 
impact of various CSHPSS equipment units (Table III-3) and utilities (Table III-4) based 
on the ReCiPe 2008 methodology. 
Table III-3. ReCiPe 2008 aggregated impact factor for the CSHPSS equipment units, 




Solar collector 17.0 Pt/m2 
Storage tank 117 Pt/m2 
Auxiliary boiler 1.57·103 Pt/unit 
Heat exchanger 9.00 Pt/m2 
Pump 82.0 Pt/unit 
The pollution associated with the extraction of natural gas from the underground 
reserves should be limited in the proposed system. On the other hand, the pollution 
associated with the electricity generation is highly dependent on the electricity mix of the 
specific country. Therefore, the natural gas environmental impact is considered the same 
for the selected cities, while the electricity impacts are variable, as indicated in Table III-4. 
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Table III-4. Specific costs and ReCiPe 2008 aggregated impact factors for the utilities in 
the four European cities taken as representatives for the different EU climate zones. 
City 









Madrid 0.101 0.0357 0.0294 0.0230 
Athens 0.0862 0.0193 0.0242 0.0230 
Berlin 0.0761 0.0529 0.0277 0.0230 
Helsinki 0.0596 0.0261 0.0296 0.0230 
 
4.5. Future market development data 
By the end of 2016, the cumulative capacity of the installed solar heating systems in 
Europe increased by 2.6% compared to previous year to achieve a total installed capacity 
of 34.5 GWth. Germany has the lead in the solar heating systems installation in Europe 
where a 0.52 GWth within 2016 was added to a total capacity of 13.14 GWth. Elsewhere in 
Europe, Spain added a 0.146 GWth to achieve a total capacity of 2.4 GWth, whereas 
Greece and Finland added 0.19 GWth and 0.0028 GWth [14]. 
The future market of the CSHPSS based on a deep analysis of solar heating energy 
systems from the technical, social and political perspectives, shows diverse expansion 
scenarios for this technology in Europe. Greenpeace international [99] proposed the EU 
27 energy scenario for the CSHPSS expansion up to year 2030 as shown in Table III-5.  
Besides, the natural gas price trends are assumed to increase in a moderated 
manner based on the recommendations of the Federal Ministry of Environment of 
Germany [100] (see Table III-5). This is due to the shortage in the CO2 allowance [101]. 
Table III-5. Estimated growth of CSHPSS installed capacity according to Greenpeace 
international and projected increase of the natural gas price up to 2030. 
Parameter 2017 2020 2025 2030 
Total installed capacity (GWth) 34.50 40.66 52.77 67.16 
Average EU natural gas price 
(Euro/kWh) 
0.02700 0.03200 0.03415 0.03630 
The forecast cost for the CSHPSS technology can be generated based on the 
observed historical learning rate of solar thermal collector systems over the forecasted 
period between 2020 and 2030. The learning rate of such systems is 0.90 according to 
Greenpeace international [75]. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this study, the results are presented in four main parts. The first part depicts the 
behavior of CSHPSS in one of the proposed EU climate zones.  Then, in the second part, 
the discussion is extended to the other three cities. These two parts provide a detailed 
analysis of techno-economic and environmental characteristics based on a set of Pareto 
optimal solutions in comparison to a conventional heating system fueled by natural gas 
(base case). Next, the main results are expressed along with an appropriate sensitivity 
analysis for the proposed optimal solutions of the system. Finally, the market projection 
forecast for the CSHPSS is portrayed using historical learning rates. 
5.1. Application analysis (Madrid case study) 
The capabilities of the formulated multi-objective optimization model are illustrated 
through Madrid case study that addresses the design of CSHPSS in the Mediterranean 
EU climate zone. A set of optimal solutions that define the Pareto frontier are obtained as 
a result of the optimization process (see Fig. III-7). Each point of the Pareto front 
comprises a defined configuration of the CSHPSS plant under a set of operational 
conditions. The average computation time for the anchor points was 15,700 CPU 
seconds (8 execution units of 2.0 GB RAM each for every anchor point, optimizing both 
simultaneously) and 47,000 CPU seconds for the intermediate Pareto solutions (2 
execution units of 2.0 GB RAM each for every intermediate point, optimizing all of them 
simultaneously) using an Intel® Xeon® E5-2620 v4 2.10 GHz processor with 32.0 GB 
RAM. 
As observed in Fig. III-7, there is a clear trade-off between the proposed objective 
functions since the reduction in the environmental impact can be only achieved through 
an increment in the expenses of the CSHPSS plant. The projected optimal solutions, 
following our methodology framework, clearly improve the environmental impact in 
comparison to the base case. Point A and B are the optimal design Pareto points with 
minimum cost and impact, respectively. Note that these points consider the integration of 
the solar thermal energy storage. Replacing the base case with a CSHPSS plant 
following point A configuration can reduce the environmental impact by 81.1%, whereas 
point B reduces it even more, by 86.5%. On the other hand, the Pareto optimal systems 
could not provide a marginal economic reduction compared to the base case. The 
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installation of a CSHPSS in these cases corresponds to an increase in the cost of 
approximately 1% and 6.1% in A and B cases, respectively with respect to the base case. 
In the optimal minimum cost solution (point A), the NPC is equal to 52.6 €/MWh 
which is smaller than solution B by 4.7%, whereas in the minimum impact solution (point 
B), the RCP is 3.34 Pt/MWh which is smaller than solution A by 28.6%. Besides, point C 
embodies one possible intermediate Pareto optimal solution where the NPC is equal to 
53.3 €/MWh and the RCP reaches 3.6 Pt/MWh, this intermediate point increases the 
economic cost by 1.25% with respect to the point A, but simultaneously reduces the 
environmental impact by 23.1%. It is worth noting that point C is selected as an example 
solution for comparison purposes, likewise any intermediate solution could be selected 
since all of them are Pareto optimal. 
 
Fig. III-7. Pareto set of optimal solutions for the CSHPSS in Madrid which covers 7654 
MWh/year of combined SH and DHW demand during its lifetime. Anchor point A is the 
minimum cost solution, anchor point B is the minimum impact solution, and intermediate 
point C is one of the trade-off solutions with λ = 0.44 (weight) given to the normalized 
environmental impact objective function, the RCP(x); the base case represents a natural 
gas heating system. 
Following that, each point in the Pareto set represents a different configuration of the 
CSHPSS plant. The proposed methodology offers the possibility to perform a detailed 
analysis on any Pareto optimal solution. Here we analyzed the anchor points (point A and 
B) from the economic and environmental perspectives comparing them to the base case. 
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5.1.1. Economic cost analysis 
To facilitate the detailed economic analysis, Fig. III-8 provides a comprehensive 
breakdown for the cost contribution of each parameter in the Pareto optimal solutions A 
and B during its lifetime together with the base case solution. In this figure, the initial 
capital cost, associated with both A and B solutions, has a significant contribution 
compared to the base case. This contribution is 49.06% and 52.4 % in solution A and B, 
respectively, whereas in the base case, it is only 2.73%. This marginal capital cost 
contribution is commonly arisen in the CSHPSS plants due to the deployment of the solar 
energy in a district heating field which requires a high investment cost [22]. To be more 
specific, the solar collectors and SST represent 28.24% and 30.52% of the capital cost for 
the Pareto optimal solution A and B, respectively. The minimum cost solution (A) has 
solar collector field of 6888 m2 and SST of 65784 m3, whereas the minimum impact 
solution (B) has solar collector field 8802 m2 and SST of 74322 m3. Since the DHWT is 
used only for the daily services without seasonal storage, it represents almost about 2.2% 
of the initial capital cost in both the Pareto optimal solution A and B with a tank size of 
109.6 m3. 
The same behavior was noticed for replacement cost which represents 19.4% and 
21.3% in solution A and B compared to only 1.88% in the base case. On the contrary, the 
operational cost has a predominant contribution of 95.4% in the base case compared to 
31.5% and 26.3% in the optimal solutions A and B, respectively. This is due to the 
dependency of the base case on natural gas cost. In general, solution A and B have a 
similar distribution for the NPC components. However, the minimum cost solution (A) has 
a slightly higher contribution of 6.9% for the natural gas compared to the minimum impact 
solution with only 0.27% which will be reflected in the environmental impact analysis. 
5.1.2. Environmental impact analysis 
As shown in Fig. III-9, solution A and B success in declining the environmental 
impact up to 7 times compared to the base case due to the deployment of the solar water 
heating systems and the saving of non-renewable energy systems (i.e., natural gas and 
electricity). In the base case, the natural gas represents almost 100% of the 
environmental damage (1.88·105 Pt). While this contribution is reduced to 38.8% 
(1.39·104 Pt) in the minimum cost solution (A) and it becomes almost negligible in the 
minimum impact solution (B) where it counts only for 2.20% (5.60·104 Pt). 
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Fig. III-8. Distribution of the net present costs of two Pareto optimal solutions (point A and 
B in Fig. III-7) for the CSHPSS in Madrid which covers 7654 MWh/year of combined SH 
and DHW demand during its lifetime and the base case, which represents a natural gas 
heating system. 
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Following the economic analysis of the anchor points (A and B), the solar collector 
and the SST share most of the contribution to the total environmental impact [59]. In 
solution A, the solar collector counts for 16.7% of the total damage to the environment, 
whereas this fraction increases up to 30% in the solution B due to the limitation of using 
natural gas as the main fuel. On the other hand, the impact fraction of the SST represents 
37.9 % in solution A and it increases to 57.7% in solution B. 
As the latest highlight, the impact of the heat exchangers increased by 40.1% from 
solution A to B. This is due to the further deployment of the solar collectors in the 
minimum impact solution (B) and subsequently extra supplement of heat exchange is 
required to cover the additional solar energy. 
 
Fig. III-9. Distribution of the environmental impact into its single impact categories of two 
Pareto optimal solutions (point A and B in Fig. III-7) for the CSHPSS in Madrid which 
covers 7654 MWh/year of combined SH and DHW demand during its lifetime and the 
base case, which represents a natural gas heating system. 
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5.1.3. Energy analysis of an intermediate Pareto optimal solution (C) 
The thermal performance characteristics of the optimized CSHPSS plant 
configuration based on the proposed methodology framework is presented through an 
intermediate Pareto optimal solution (point C in Fig. III-7). This solution is designed to 
fulfill a total SH and DHW demand of approximately 6555 MWh/year and 1099 MWh/year, 
respectively. Note that any other intermediate point in the proposed Pareto set would be 
similarly comparable in this analysis. 
As shown in Fig. III-10, the monthly value of SH and DHW demands are covered by 
the supplied solar collectors and a combination of the thermal energy stored in the SST 
and the DHWT. Where the energy provided by the CSHPSS plant is represented as a 
positive input, whereas the energy stored in the SST is depicted as a negative input. 
 
Fig. III-10. Monthly thermal energy profiles of an intermediate Pareto optimal solution 
(point C in Fig. III-7) for the CSHPSS in Madrid which covers 7654 MWh/year of 
combined SH and DHW demand during its lifetime. 
In summer and autumn seasons (i.e. April to October) where the solar radiation is 
relatively high, and the SH demand is small, most of the provided energy from the solar 
collectors are directly stored into the SST, and the remaining is utilized to cover the 
heating demand. On the contrary, the solar radiation decreases, and the heating load 
significantly increases during the winter season (i.e. November to January), therefore the 
total heating demand is covered through a combination between the daily energy 
supplied by the DHWT and the stored energy in the SST. Moreover, in extreme cases 
when the proposed solar system failed in fulfilling the required heating demand, the 
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auxiliary heaters using natural gas deliver the necessary energy. These cases happen 
during February and March where most of the stored energy in the SST is already 
discharged during the coldest months. This can be reflected in the solar fraction of the 
distribution circuits during these months. In February, the solar fraction declines by 8% 
and 4.8% for the SH and DHW circuits, respectively. While in March, this value improved 
a bit for the DHW distribution circuit and the solar fraction declines by only 1.2% due to 
the increment in the solar radiation. On the other hand, the solar fraction for the SH circuit 
keep deteriorating and it drops by 13.9% due to the absence of the seasonal storage and 
the limited direct energy provided by the solar collectors. 
5.2. Application analysis on the selected climate zones in the EU 
Following Madrid case analysis combined with the main objective of assessing the 
CSHPSS plant feasibility in the residential sector at various climate zones in the EU, the 
proposed methodology framework correspondingly based on the multi-objective approach 
is applied to optimize the cost against an aggregated environmental metric in Athens, 
Berlin and Helsinki as a representative for the Mediterranean, central European, and 
Nordic climates, respectively. The problem is formulated to cover an annual SH and DHW 
demand of 4661 MWh, 14180 MWh, and 20896 MWh for Athens, Berlin, and Helsinki, 
respectively. 
As shown in Fig. III-11, a clear trend is observed for the deployment of the CSHPSS 
which causes a rise in the economic cost under various EU climate zones compared to 
the base cases. The optimal economic solutions in the nominated locations depend on 
several factors including the climate condition, the heating demand, and the natural gas 
and electricity prices. In Athens, the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 in the minimum cost and impact optimal points 
have been raised by 18.3% and 50.8%, respectively compared to their base case. This 
high growth is due to the low cost of non-renewable energy resources in Athens 
compared to Madrid. Following the observed tendency in Athens, the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 in Berlin case 
raised by 17.1% and 25.4% compared to their base case. On the other hand, the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 
increase only by 3.12% and 8.11% in Helsinki due to several factors including, the high 
price of natural gas and electricity, and the high heating demand. 
Fig. III-12 shows the optimal environmental solutions for the four locations. For all of 
these locations, the minimum impact solution follows the Madrid case and it improves the 
𝑅𝐶𝑃 by 84.7%, 82.1%, and 82.9% for Athens, Berlin, and Helsinki cases, respectively. 
The same tendency was found for Berlin and Helsinki at the minimum cost solution since 
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the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 improved by 75.3% and 77.9% for Berlin and Helsinki. On the other hand, the 
low natural gas and electricity prices in Athens restrict substantial improvement in the 
𝑅𝐶𝑃, and it is improved only by 14.7%. This marginal improvement in the minimum cost 
optimal solution of Athens case will be mirrored in its breakdown for the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 and 𝑅𝐶𝑃. 
 
Fig. III-11. Each column depicts a range of cost for the optimal solutions using the 
CSHPSS plant compared to its base case under various EU climate zones. 
 
Fig. III-12. Each column depicted a range of environmental impact for the optimal 
solutions using the CSHPSS plant compared to its base case under various EU climate 
zones. 
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5.2.1. Economic cost analysis for the EU climate zones 
Fig. III-13 shows a comprehensive breakdown for the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 of the CSHPSS plant 
during its lifetime cycle under different EU climate zones. It remarks almost the same 
contribution for each component in the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 of Madrid, Berlin and Helsinki cases. 
Furthermore, the results show that the capital and replacement costs in the minimum cost 
and minimum impact optimal solutions of Berlin and Helsinki are quite large in 
comparison to their base cases as mentioned in Madrid case study. Moreover, the results 
confirm the dependency of the CSHPSS plant configuration on the heating demand 
where the capital and replacement costs ascending increases with the heating demand 
based on the climate zone [47] as shown in Madrid, Berlin, and Helsinki, respectively 
(Table III-6). 





















A 6.888 65.78 109.7 
B 8.802 74.32 109.7 
Athens 
A 0.5686 0.007392 117.6 
B 5.593 44.39 117.6 
Berlin 
A 21.00 149.2 137.2 
B 25.50 198.0 137.0 
Helsinki 
A 32.91 230.4 168.5 
B 38.13 287.9 168.5 
On the contrary, the low heating demand combined with the cheap prices for the 
natural gas and electricity in Athens contribute to dramatically change the distribution for 
the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 of the minimum cost optimal solution in this Mediterranean zone. The 
operational cost has a significant contribution of 68% compared to only 18.8% of the 
initial capital cost and 12.7% of the replacement cost. This is due to the dependency of 
the system on natural gas which almost represents 94.4% of the operational cost and the 
limited involvement for the solar water heating system. More precisely, the solar 
collectors and SST represent only 11.6% and of the initial capital and 13% of the 
replacement costs. In term of the renewable energy equipment sizing at the proposed 
climate zones, Table III-6 shows a summary for the proposed sizing the renewable 
energy equipment based on the Pareto optimal solution in various EU climate zones. It is 
noticed that for all the minimum impact optimum solutions under different EU climate 
zones, the ratio between the SST volume and the solar collector field area is around 8 ± 
0.5 m3/m2 based on the climate zone. While this ratio completely changes for the Athens 
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climate zone at the minimum cost optimal solution due to the restriction toward the 
deployment of the solar energy and it becomes only 0.013 m3/m2. 
 
Fig. III-13. Breakdown of the net present costs including; initial capital cost, operational 
cost, and replacement cost for the minimum cost and impact of Pareto optimal solutions 
for CSHPSS plant under different climate zones in comparison with its base case. 
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5.2.2. Environmental impact analysis for the EU climate zones 
Fig. III-14 shows a breakdown for the environmental impact into its categories for the 
minimum cost and impact Pareto optimal solutions of a CSHPSS plant under different 
climate zones in comparison with its base case. The results follow the environmental 
impact breakdown of Madrid where the optimal solutions can reduce the environmental 
impact up to 5.5 and 5.8 times for Berlin and Helsinki cases, respectively. In Athens case, 
the minimum cost optimal solution decreases the environmental impact only by 1.1 times. 
This is due to the significant contribution of the natural gas (9.6·104 Pt) which represents 
almost 98.4% of the total environmental impact.  
Following the environmental impact in Madrid case, the solar collector and SST are 
the main contributor to the total environmental impact in the minimum cost optimal 
solution with a contribution of 48.2%, and 52.7% in Berlin and Helsinki, respectively. This 
contribution increases significantly for the minimum impact optimum solutions, where they 
share 87.7%, 80.2%, and 78.9% in Athens, Berlin and Helsinki solutions, respectively. 
 
Fig. III-14. Breakdown for the environmental impact of Pareto optimal solutions (Minimum 
cost and Minimum impact) of a CSHPSS plant under different climate zones in 
comparison with its base case. 
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5.2.3. Energy analysis for the EU climate zones 
Following the energy analysis in Madrid case study, an intermediate Pareto optimal 
solution (c) is presented to evaluate the thermal performance of the CSHPSS plant in 
different EU climate zones as shown in Fig. III-15. 
Based on the limitation of the solar heating system in covering the heating demand 
during several months in Berlin and Helsinki, the AUX1 operated from February until April 
due to the full discharging of the SST during the winter period. Furthermore, the AUX2 
almost operates throughout the year except the summer months (June to August) for 
these climates since the DHW tank is designed to cover only the daily services. In 
Athens, a limited seasonal storage is projected between April and October where a high 
solar radiation and low heating demand are observed due to the Mediterranean weather 
conditions, which were mentioned in Fig. III-5 and Fig. III-6. This limited heating demand 
reduces the auxiliary heaters usage throughout the whole year. 
Based on normalizing the technical performance of the CSHPSS plant, the solar 
fraction was presented, and its minimum value was noticed during January and March for 
the DHW and SH circuits, respectively. In the DHW distribution circuit, the solar fraction is 
48.2% and 29.6% for Berlin and Helsinki, respectively. While the solar fraction for the SH 
distribution circuit becomes 66.2% and 78.9% in Berlin and Helsinki, respectively. On the 
other hand, due to the low price of natural gas in Athens in comparison to the other EU 
countries, an extensive usage for the auxiliary heaters in March is shown where the solar 
fraction has reduced to 59.9% for the SH circuit and sustain around 98.1% for DHW 
circuit due to low DHW heating demand. Even though the uncertainty associated with the 
monthly performance of the CSHPSS plants under different climate zones, the proposed 
methodology framework successes in eliminating the yearly system uncertainty when 
introduced in various climate zone as shown in Table III-7. In the SH distribution circuit, 
which has a substantial contribution to the life cycle of the CSHPSS plant, the solar 
fraction never goes below than 92.5% for different EU climate zones. While due to the 
DHW distribution circuit functionally in covering only the daily services, the solar fraction 
diminishes up to 66.1% in Helsinki due the high demand in winter period. 
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Fig. III-15. Monthly thermal energy profile of an intermediate Pareto optimal solution (C) 
under various EU climate zones. 
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Table III-7. The yearly solar fraction of the intermediate Pareto optimal solution (C) under 
various EU climate zones. 
City SFSH (%) SFDHW (%) 
Madrid 97.1 98.6 
Athens 92.5 96.9 
Berlin 93.8 79.8 
Helsinki 96.6 66.1 
Remarking that the proposed optimal solutions for the CSHPSS plants in different EU 
climate zones are high sensitivity for their geographical locations and economic 
parameters comprise natural gas and electricity prices. Therefore, the influence of the 
most relevant economic parameters should be assessed in a sensitivity analysis to give 
an estimate for the uncertainty associated with the results. 
5.3. Sensitivity analysis for the methodology framework 
A sensitivity analysis for the most important economic parameters is implemented to 
understand their influence on both the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 and 𝑅𝐶𝑃 objective functions. This analysis is 
carried out based on One-factor-at-a-time (OFAT) approach [102] in which each 
economic parameter is varied by up to 20% after another in comparison to a reference 
case. The Pareto optimal solution (A) of Madrid case study is selected as the reference 
case. The assessment includes the influence of the natural gas price, electricity price, 
discount rate, inflation rate, investment cost, operational cost, and replacement cost. The 
sensitivity analysis not only comprises the influence of the selected parameters on the 
𝑁𝑃𝐶 and 𝑅𝐶𝑃, but it also proposes a detailed breakdown for the economic cost and the 
environmental impact for the influence of each of these parameters. 
As shown in Fig. III-16, the sensitivity analysis for a CSHPSS plant configured based 
on the optimal solution A (minimum cost) under Madrid climate zone demonstrates a high 
dependency for the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 on the natural gas price, the investment cost and the 
operational cost in which it declines by 10%. 
This reduction can be explained through the change in the system configuration 
where the reduction in the natural gas price and the operational cost aggravate more 
dependency on using the natural gas and subsequently decrease the 𝑁𝑃𝐶. Furthermore, 
a non-linear effect for both the natural gas price and the operational cost is noticed where 
the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 increases only by 5% and 6%, respectively. The discount rate and inflation rate 
have a limited contribution to the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 since it changes only 6% and 4% for the discount 
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rate and inflation rate, respectively. The electricity price has a minor influence on the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 
since it has a marginal share of the total cost in the reference case. 
 
Fig. III-16. A sensitivity analysis for the economic cost objective of Pareto optimal 
solutions A (Minimum cost) under Madrid climate zone. 
Fig. III-17 comprises the effect on the net present cost of the installation exercised by 
the 7 economic parameters after unilateral their 20% reduction or increment comparing to 
the reference case. 
Fig. III-17 (to the left of the reference case) shows a breakdown for reducing the 
economic parameters of the optimal solution A by 20% where each layer comprises the 
share percentage of a certain cost parameter in the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 breakdown. The 𝑁𝑃𝐶 
breakdown confirms the high dependency on the natural gas price and the operational 
cost. This reduction intends to propose the natural gas usage as a visible solution instead 
of the solar water heating system in covering the heating demand. Therefore, a large 
share of 74.6% and 78.6% is observed when the natural gas price and the operational 
cost decrease 20%, respectively. On the contrary, the natural gas in the reference case 
shares only 6.89%. Furthermore, the large share of natural gas reduces the use of solar 
collectors to only 1.57% and the SST to 5.8%, whereas the reference case shares up to 
10.3% and 17.9% of the total shared solar collectors and SST, respectively. 
For the breakdown of increasing the economic parameters of the optimal solution A 
by 20% shown in Fig. III-17 (to the right of the reference case), almost the same pattern is 
observed for changing each economic parameter with a slight change in the natural gas 
share when the natural gas price, the operational cost, and the investment cost increased 
up to 20%. 
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Fig. III-17. Breakdown for the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 where to the left of the reference case is depicted the 
breakdown when each economic parameter decreases 20%, whereas to the right of the 
reference case is depicted the breakdown when each economic parameter increases 
20%. 
Following the sensitivity analysis for the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 objective function, Fig. III-18 shows the 
sensitivity analysis for the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 when the economic parameters vary by 20%. Recalling 
the sharp influence for the natural gas price and operational cost in presenting the natural 
gas usage as a valid solution with a marginal share for the solar collectors and STT, the 
𝑅𝐶𝑃 increases 380% for reducing the natural gas price and the operational cost. 
Furthermore, when these parameters increase 20% and due to the non-linear noticed 
effect, the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 decreases 29% and 8% for natural gas price and operational cost, 
respectively. On the other hand, decreasing the investment cost, discount rate and the 
inflation rate 20% has a slight effect of 8%, 4%, and 8%, respectively on increasing the 
𝑅𝐶𝑃, whereas the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 decreased 15%, 1%, and 15% when the investment cost, discount 
rate, and the inflation rate increased 20%. 
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Fig. III-18. A sensitivity analysis for the environmental impact objective of Pareto optimal 
solutions A (Minimum cost) under Madrid climate zone. 
The dramatic increase in the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 for the reducing the natural gas price and the 
operational cost can be observed in the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 breakdown which is shown in Fig. III-19 (to 
the left of the reference case). A high dependency is noticed when using natural gas 
instead of the solar water heating system where the natural gas shares 98.8% for varying 
the natural gas price and the operational cost down 20%, whereas the natural gas shares 
only 38.8% in the reference case. On the other hand, increasing the economic 
parameters 20% keeps almost the share for each parameter as the reference case with a 
marginal change in the natural gas share when the operational cost increases 20%, as 
shown in the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 breakdown Fig. III-19 (to the right of the reference case). 
5.4. Discussion and future market development 
The future potential of CSHPSS plants in different EU climate zones is assessed 
through various Pareto optimal solutions offered by the proposed methodology framework 
in which both the techno-economic and environmental impact is considered. Generally, 
the CSHPSS system succeeded in decreasing the environmental impact in the 
investigated climate zones. However, the high investment cost of the CSHPSS plants 
compared to the conventional heating systems that use the natural gas as the main fuel 
limit the extensive benefit of wide spreading the CSHPSS plants in different EU climate 
zones. 
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Fig. III-19. Breakdown for the RCP where to the left of the reference case is depicted the 
breakdown when each economic parameter decreases by 20%, whereas to the right of 
the reference case is depicted the breakdown when each economic parameter increases 
by 20%. 
This limitation becomes more substantial in Athens (Mediterranean climate zone) 
where heating demand is low due to the high solar radiation throughout the year and the 
prices of the non-renewable energy resources are low. However, the growing forecast for 
the natural gas price in the EU [100] would support more economic feasibility of the 
CSHPSS plants in different EU climate zones. Therefore, as a part of the methodology 
framework, the future development in the plant cost with consideration for the actual 
effect of the technology deployment is evaluated for the proposed EU climate zones 
based on the historically observed learning curves. 
As shown in Fig. III-20, a clear trade-off for the increment in the conventional 
systems price is observed, this price raise associates with a progressive declination in the 
CSHPSS plants prices. In the long term, the CSHPSS plants in various EU climate zones 
can significantly underprice the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 in comparison to the conventional system using 
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natural gas by 2030. This development can significantly assist in improving the 
competitiveness of the CSHPSS plant as a sustainable alternative solution in comparison 
to the conventional systems. 
Currently in Madrid, the CSHPSS plants can cover the heating demand for less than 
52.6 €/MWh, whereas its base case covers it at 52.1 €/MWh. With this minor difference, 
the feasibility of the CSHPSS plant under Madrid climate conditions can be proved. In 
2030, the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 will range from 46.3 to 49.9 €/MWh for the CSHPSS while its base case 
63.7 €/MWh. 
In Athens where the CSHPSS plant can cover the heating demand at high price 
ranged between 44.8 and 65.2 €/MWh. Beyond 2022, the CSHPSS plants will be able to 
cover the heating demand at a lower cost than the conventional system, at which the 
heating demand is covered at a price of 50.3 to 64.5 €/MWh. The CSHPSS plant in 
Athens will continue decreasing to less than 47 €/MWh by 2030, whereas the base case 
will increase to 65.2 €/MWh. 
In Berlin, a slight cost reduction would be available in the CSHPSS plants by 2020 
where the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 will range from 55 to 59.3 €/MWh. By 2030, the CSHPSS plant 𝑁𝑃𝐶 drops 
to 54.9 €/MWh compared to a rise in the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 of the base case to 62.9 €/MWh. 
In Helsinki, the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 ranges between 53.1 and 55.7 €/MWh, while its base case 
covers the heating demand at 51.5 €/MWh. These prices embody the CSHPSS plant in 
Helsinki as a competitive solution due to the high heating demand and high the non-
renewable energy resources prices. By 2030, the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 is expected to decrease below 47 
€/MWh, while its base case continues to increase up to 62.7 €/MWh. 
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Fig. III-20. Forecast for the development of 𝑁𝑃𝐶 of the CSHPSS plant in different EU 
climate zones along with their base cases by 2030. 
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The EU ambitious plan to cut the GHG up to 40% simultaneously with increasing the 
share of the renewable energy resource at least 27% by 2030 encourages the prevalent 
methodology to quantify the renewable energy systems performance including its 
economic and environmental aspects. This work tends to explore the prospects for wide-
scale deployment of the CSHPSS plants in the residential sector under various EU 
climate zones to solve its challenges. The proposed methodology framework 
correspondingly based on a multi-objective approach which is applied to optimize the cost 
against an aggregated environmental metric throughout the life cycle of the proposed 
system in comparison to their relative conventional heating systems. In this context, the 
proposed methodology is applied to diverse EU climates comprising Madrid, Athens, 
Berlin and Helsinki as a representative for the Mediterranean, central European, and 
Nordic climates, respectively with consideration for the seasonal and short-term storage 
systems and their relatively load profiles based on the explored climate zones. 
Based on the life cycle assessment, the calculated optimal solutions demonstrate an 
environmental advancement for the CSHPSS plants at various EU climate zones in 
comparison to the conventional systems using natural gas as the main fuel. The minimum 
impact solutions improve the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 by 86.5%, 84.7%, 82.1%, and 82.9% for Madrid, 
Athens, Berlin, and Helsinki cases, respectively. While this improvement becomes only 
14.7% for the Athens climate zone at the minimum cost optimal solution due to the 
dependency on using natural gas as a competitive solution in comparison to the 
deployment of the solar energy equipment. On the other hand, the life cycle costing 
analysis shows a clear tendency for increasing the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 under various EU climate zones 
compared to their base cases due to the high initial capital cost of CSHPSS plants. In the 
minimum cost solutions, the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 raised by 1%, 18.3%, 17.1% and 3.12% for Madrid, 
Athens, Berlin, and Helsinki cases, respectively. This increment proofs dependency for 
the CSHPSS plants on the climate zone condition, the heating demand, and the natural 
gas and electricity prices. Furthermore, this raise relatively increases in the minimum 
impact solution and it becomes more substantial in Athens, and Berlin since the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 
increases by 50.8%, and 25.4% for these cities respectively due to the low price of non-
renewable energy resources .Recalling the optimal solutions dependency on the design 
parameters, a detailed sensitivity analysis for the most relative economic parameters in 
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Madrid case study is presented. The sensitivity results aggravate a high dependency for 
the CSHPSS plant 𝑁𝑃𝐶 objective on the natural gas price, the investment cost and the 
operational cost, where decreasing these parameters by 20% contribute to a significant 
change in the 𝑁𝑃𝐶 by 10%. While in terms of the environmental impact, the 𝑅𝐶𝑃 
increases by 380% due to the reduction of the natural gas price and the operational cost 
by 20%. 
Following the challenges facing the CSHPSS in EU member states include high 
investment costs and the uncertain technical benefits. The proposed methodology 
framework successes in eliminating the yearly system uncertainty when introduced in 
various EU climate zone. Thus, the yearly solar fraction never goes below than 92.5% in 
the investigated climate zones where the SST volume to solar collector field area is 
around 8 ± 0.5 m3/ m2. From the economic point of view, the future development of the 
CSHPSS plant cost based on the historically observed learning curves combined with the 
clear tendency for the increment in the natural gas prices at various EU member states 
proposes a significant economic improvement in the competitiveness of the CSHPSS 
plant in comparison to the conventional system by 2020. However, the low heating 
demand and low prices of the natural gas and electricity in Athens (Mediterranean climate 
zone) provokes a limited improvement in the CSHPSS plant competitiveness till 2022. 
Overall this study provides an effective tool for the techno-economic and 
environmental assessment of the CSHPSS at the residential sector which can be applied 
to plan its integration into the existing district heating fields. Furthermore, our study 
highlights the wide applicability of using CSHPSS in different EU climate as a sustainable 
alternative solution to the conventional systems based on natural gas. Even though this 
competitiveness cannot be approved without clear and effective policies based on a 
longer-term view for the deployment of renewable energy systems in the EU with a goal 
of establishing a more sustainable energy infrastructure. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
ACOL total aperture area of the solar collectors (m2) 
𝐶𝐴𝑈𝑋 annual operational cost of the auxiliary heaters (€) 
𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑘 design variable of equipment unit k 
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐴 chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index in the base year 
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐵 chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index in the installation year 
𝐶𝐶 total initial capital cost (€) 
𝐶𝑂 total discounted operational cost (€) 
𝐶𝑅 total discounted replacement cost (€) 
𝐶𝑀 annual cost of equipment unit k (€) 
𝐶𝑝 annual operational cost of pump (€) 
𝑐𝑝 specific heat capacity (kJ/kg. k) 
𝐶(𝑥𝑡) marginal cost of the CSHPSS plant at a certain time (€/MWh) 
𝐶(𝑥𝑜) cost production of a reference point (€/MWh) 
𝐷𝐴𝑀𝑑 indicator result for damage category d 
𝑑 annual discount rate (%) 
𝑖 annual inflation rate (%) 
𝐼𝑀𝑃𝑒 indicator result for endpoint impact category e 
𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑖
𝑀𝑃 




life cycle inventory of the elementary flow i related to operation 
activities 
𝐿𝐶𝐼𝑖
𝑇𝑂𝑇 total life cycle inventory of the elementary flow i 
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𝑇𝑅 life cycle inventory of the elementary flow i related to transportation 
𝐿𝑅 learning rate 
𝐹𝐵𝑀𝑘 bare module factor of equipment unit k 
𝑓𝑐(𝑥) original objective function [NPC(x) or RCP(x)] 
𝑓?̅?(𝑥) normalized objective function [NPC(x) or RCP(x)] 
𝑓𝑚 maintenance factor 
𝑓𝑃𝑁(𝑥) pseudo nadir point 
𝑓𝑈𝑇(𝑥) utopia point 
𝑃𝐸𝐶𝑘 purchase cost of equipment unit k 
𝑃𝑊𝐹𝑛 present worth factor of periodic future cash flows 
𝑃𝑉𝐹𝑛 
present value factor of a single future cash flow at the beginning of nth 
time period 
?̇? mass flowrate of the recirculate water pumps (kg/s) 
?̇?𝐴𝑢𝑥 natural gas boiler duty rate (MW) 
𝑄𝐷𝐻𝑊 total energy supplied by domestic hot water tank (MWh) 
𝑄𝐷𝐻𝑊 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 total domestic hot water heating demand (MWh) 
𝑄𝑆𝐻 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 total space heating demand (MWh) 
𝑄𝑆𝑆𝑇 total energy supplied by Seasonal storage tank (MWh) 
𝑅𝐶𝑃 ReCiPe 2008 aggregated impact factor (Pt) 
𝑆𝐹 solar fraction (%) 
𝑉𝐷𝐻𝑊 volume of the domestic hot water tank (m
3) 
𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑇 volume of the seasonal storage tank (m
3) 
𝑊𝑆(𝑥) weighted-sum objective function 
𝑥 continuous variables of the simulation model 
𝑥𝐿 lower bounds of the continuous variables of the simulation model 
𝑥𝑈 upper bounds of the continuous variables of the simulation model 
𝑥𝑜 capacity at the reference point (MW) 
𝑥𝑡 capacity at a certain time (MW) 
Greek symbols 
𝛼𝐶𝐹 factor of contingency charges and fees  
𝛼𝑘 purchase cost coefficient of equipment unit k 
𝛽𝑘 purchase cost exponent of equipment unit k  
𝛿𝑑 normalization factor for damage category d 
𝜃𝑒𝑖 characterization factor that connects the elementary flow i with 
endpoint impact category e 
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𝑑 weighting factor for damage category d 
𝜆 non-negative weight for the weighted-sum method 
∆𝑇𝐷𝐻𝑊 temperature difference between the extracted and replaced water 
inside the domestic hot water circuit (ºC) 
∆𝑇𝐿 temperature difference between the demand (ºC) 
∆𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑇 temperature difference between the extracted and replaced water 
inside the space heating circuit (ºC) 
Abbreviations 
AUX natural gas boiler  
COL field of solar collectors 
CSHPSS central solar heating plant coupled with seasonal storage 
DHW domestic hot water 
DHWT domestic hot water storage tank 
GHG greenhouse gas 
GenOpt generic optimization program 
GPSPSOCCHJ generalized pattern search algorithm with particle swarm optimization 
with construction coefficient and Hooke-Jeeves algorithm 
HE heat exchanger 
HJ Hooke-Jeeves algorithm 
LCA life cycle assessment 
LCC life cycle costing 
Pi centrifugal pump 
PSO particle swarm optimization algorithm 
SH space heating 
SST seasonal storage tank 
TES thermal energy storage 
TRNSYS transient system simulation program 
Indices 
𝑑 damage category 
𝑒 endpoint impact category 
𝑖 elementary factor 
𝑘 equipment unit 
Sets 
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𝐼𝐷𝑑  set of endpoint impact categories e that contribute to damage 𝑑 
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Substantial reductions of greenhouse gas emissions are expected among the 
optimized solutions, which could reduce climate risks [5]. The World energy outlook 2015 
proposed in their strategy to implement policy measures to increase energy efficiency in 
industry, buildings and transport sectors and to increase investment in renewable 
energies in order to address the climate change issue [6]. Research and implementation 
of technologies with the potential of a significant reduction of energy consumption and 
emissions are required.  
In the building sector, space and water heating represent a major contribution to 
energy consumption. Seasonal thermal energy storage (STES) when combined with solar 
thermal energy [7] has the potential to significantly increase solar fractions for space 
heating [8,9]. Thus, emissions could be reduced by more than half. An overview on 
seasonal thermal energy storage technologies can be found in [10,11]. In the past 30 
years more than 30 pilot installations were realized. They have shown to be technically 
feasible and reliable [12]. Most installations are for large applications as buildings or 
district heating systems. More information on existing plants can be found for different 
countries: Poland [13], Germany [14,15], Sweden [16] and Canada [17]. 
Only a few articles were published on existing smaller systems. High initial cost 
presents a barrier, but the combination with passive house design can make STES more 
competitive [18]. Critical success factors for passive houses were discussed by Colclough 
et al. [19]. One representative example for this type of system is a passive house with 
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seasonal store in Ireland [20,21]. Regarding this concept of combining passive house 
architecture and seasonal storage further analysis was done including energy [22] and 
financial analysis [23]. 
Modelling presents a necessary step towards further improving the design and the 
operation of STES. Models were presented both for buildings and single-family houses. 
Hugo [24] modelled a residential building in Canada and included a life cycle analysis. 
Terziotti et al. [25] evaluated a five story student housing complex in USA. Single family 
houses were considered by Wills [26] for Canada and Sweet & McLeskey Jr. [27] for 
USA. Optimal ratios between the main system’s parameters were determined by Pahud 
[28]. A simplified model to predict solar fraction was presented by Guadalfajara et al. [29]. 
Models which were  validated by comparison with existing installations were 
achieved for a district heating systems in Germany [30], 52 detached energy-efficient 
homes through a district heating network in Canada [17]  and a passive house in Ireland 
[21]. 
Once these models were established, they present a powerful tool to further optimize 
STES systems. Buoro et al. [31] minimized the total annual cost of a solar thermal plant 
and CHP with STES. The MILP model used the sizes of various components as decision 
variables. The model of Durão et al. [32] aimed to satisfy the total energy required for the 
greenhouse heating, during the four coldest months of the year. The area of solar 
collectors and the capacity of the storage tank were the basic sizing parameters in their 
genetic algorithm. Tulus et al. [33] presented a multi-objective optimization of a complex 
of residential buildings minimizing simultaneously economic cost and environmental 
impact with collector area and storage volume as decision variables. Rey and Zmeureanu 
[34] proposed a bi-objective optimization of a residential solar thermal combisystem 
reducing the life cycle cost and life cycle energy. Both previously mentioned studies were 
based on a simulation model. 
In addition to the already mentioned economic and energetic aspects, environmental 
aspects should also be introduced in a thorough analysis of STES. The life cycle 
assessment (LCA) emerged as a prevalent approach that takes into account the 
environmental impact during the whole lifecycle of a process, product or activity [4]. 
Concerning STES Raluy et al. [35] carried out a LCA of a central solar heating plant with 
seasonal storage and Tulus et al. [33] combined LCA with economic aspects.  
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Economic and environmental objectives are usually considered as conflicting 
targets.  To solve this kind of problem, multi-objective optimization (MOO) techniques can 
be applied to obtain the Pareto optimal trade-off solutions for the pursued objectives [36–
39]. 
This work integrates LCA and MOO in the modelling approach. It proposes a further 
research in the field of STES for passive single-family houses. The simulation is based on 
an existing and validated model [21]. A multi-objective optimization approach aims 
towards a systematic analysis of the size of solar collectors and seasonal storage to 
minimize the economic cost and environmental impact simultaneously. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A passive house situated in Galway, Ireland with a solar assisted seasonal store 
(SASS) is simulated in TRNSYS 18. The model was validated for the original 
configuration. The objective is to further improve the existing design considering the 
sizing of the main components. Both solar collector area and storage size are the 
decision variables. Objective functions are the cost saving/economic cost and the 
environmental impact. The former is evaluated following the live cycle cost methodology. 
The environmental impact is evaluated by the life cycle assessment (LCA) using the 
ReCiPe 2008 methodology. The objective functions have to be optimized simultaneously 
to obtain the trade-off Pareto optimal solutions. 
3. METHODOLOGY 
The present work describes the integration of a TRNSYS model with an external 
optimization algorithm. The TRNSYS model is presented in detail by Clarke et al. [21]. 
The schematic representation of the process flow can be observed in Fig. IV-1. 
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Fig. IV-1. Process flow diagram of the solar thermal combi-system with seasonal storage 
simulated in TRNSYS and validated in the Galway pilot plant. 
4. CASE STUDY 
Our study considers as base case a passive house with a seasonal store located in 
Galway, Ireland (Fig. IV-2). Measured data for 2010 were used for validation. Galway 
presents temperate maritime climate, and for the year 2010, the lowest monthly average 
temperature was 0ºC in December and the highest was 19ºC in June. 
 
Fig. IV-2. Passive house in Galway (Ireland). 
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The total annual heat demand of the house was 2050 kWh (9.5 kWh/m2a). Space 
heating demand was 1198 kWh, and domestic hot water accounted for 852 kWh. The 
home is equipped with a south facing 10.6 m2 solar thermal collector array inclined at 35º 
above the horizontal. This array was exposed to a total of 1160 kWh/m2 of solar 
irradiation over the course of 2010. Incoming solar radiation is used to heat a 
water/ethylene glycol mixture, which in turn heats domestic hot water and space heating 
via heat exchangers. Any heat that is not used directly is then stored by heating water in 
a 23 m3 underground inter-seasonal storage tank (Fig. IV-3). Water was chosen as the 
storage medium. Details can be found in [20]. This configuration presents the base case 
of our model.  
Concerning the economic analysis, we define an annual discount rate of 3%. All the 
equipment is supposed to have 25 years lifetime operation, except for the storage tank 
which will be amortized for 50 years. To define the electricity price for Ireland we used 
Eurostat price for 2018 which is 0.2407 €/kWh. We also assume an annual rate of 
inflation of 7.3% for the price of electricity. These taxes are supposed to be constant 
during the lifetime of the plant. The environmental impact is evaluated by the life cycle 
assessment (LCA) using the ReCiPe 2008 methodology [40].  
 
Fig. IV-3. Inter-seasonal storage tank 
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5. EXPECTED RESULTS 
At the moment of writing of this thesis, the aforementioned simulation model presents 
several convergence problems in some equipment units, such as the seasonal storage 
tank, control loops and downstream secondary units. We believe that this problem 
appeared due to the upgrading to TRNSYS 18 (the validated model provided to us by the 
co-authors was developed in TNSYS 16). The non-convergence of the Type 60d (storage 
tank) is a known problem and in the new version it has already been removed.  
The next step will be to find and connect a different type for the storage tank, the 
same will have to be done with the other obsolete types used in the model. The updated 
model will have to be validated again and then we will be able to proceed with the 
optimization process.  
Another problem of the TRNSYS model is the simulation times. It would take more 
than 5 minutes to perform a single simulation, translating this to the optimization process 
will take too much time to obtain the Pareto set. We believe that this is due to the 
complexity of the model and the big number of free variables which could be referenced 
to other variables in the model for simplicity. The other level of unnecessary calculations 
is the inclusion of the building in the simulation model. To simplify this, the demand data 
obtained from the building can be obtained after one-time simulation and included in the 
model as a data file. These steps should reduce the simulation time and consequently the 
overall optimization process.  
We expect promising results which will be comparable to our previous results in a 
large scale. That is, due to the present financial situation, economically the optimized 
system may not be attractive, but the environmental part should achieve a significant 
reduction. We plan to compare these results with our previous works and extract 
conclusions about the different scales of such systems, going from large systems 
covering heat demands of a neighborhood to a small system covering the demand of 
single-family house. We expect to obtain some trends in that direction.   
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In this appendix are presented the main input parameters of the TRNSYS 16 
simulation model used trough the validation process. 
Solar Pump (Type 3b) Value Units 
Max Flow Rate 402 kg/hr 
Fluid Specific Heat 3.6 kJ/kg.K 
Max Power 36 kJ/hr 
Conversion Coefficient 0.05 - 
Power Coefficient(s) 0.5 - 
 
Solar Collector (Type 1b) Value Units 
Number in series 1 - 
Collector Area 10.6 m^2 
Fluid Specific Heat 3.6 kJ/kg.K 
Efficiency Mode 1 - 
Tested Flow Rate 40 kg/hr.m^2 
Intercept Efficiency 0.65 - 
Efficiency Slope 5.706 kJ/hr.m^2.K 
Efficiency Curvature 0.007 kJ/hr.m^2.K^2 
1st-order IAM 0.2 - 
2nd-order IAM 0 - 
 
DHW Tank (Type 60d) Value Units 
Tank Volume 0.3 m^3 
Tank Height 1.36 m 
Height of Flow Inlet 1 0.1 m 
Height of Flow Outlet 1 1.3 m 
Fluid Specific Heat 4.19 kJ/kg.K 
Fluid Density 1000 kg/m^3 
Tank Loss Coefficient 3 kJ/hr.m^2.K 
Fluid Thermal Conductivity 2.088 kJ/hr.m.K 
Destratification Conductivity 0 kJ.hr.m.K 
Boiling Temperature 100 C 
Height of 1st aux heater 1.3 m 
Height of 1st thermostat 0.75 m 
Set point temp for element 1 60 C 
Deadband for heating element 1 5 deltaC 
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Maximum heating rate of element 1 10800 kJ/hr 
HX Fluid Indicator 3 - 
Fraction of glycol 0.4 - 
HX inside diameter 0.022 m 
HX outside diameter 0.024 m 
HX fin diameter 0.03 m 
Total surface area of HX 1.2 m^2 
Fins per meter for HX 300 - 
HX length 4.5 m 
HX wall conductivity 1440 kJ/hr.m.K 
HX material conductivity 1440 kJ/hr.m.K 
Height of HX inlet 0.2 m 
Height of HX outlet 0.2 m 
Nusselt constant for HX 0.5 - 
Nusselt exponent for HX 0.25 - 
 
HRV Duct Heater (Type 5e) Value Units 
Specific Heat of Hot Side Fluid 3.6 kJ/kg.K 
Specific Heat of Cold Side Fluid 1.005 kJ/kg.K 
Overall Heat transfer coefficient of exchanger 311 kJ/hr.K 
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This work has been dedicated to developing simulation-based optimization models 
capable of assisting decision- and policy-makers in strive towards a sustainable future. 
Different simulation models of CSHPSS plants have been developed with an increase of 
complexity from the first case study to the others. Find below the summary of the 
knowledge gained from the study of the problems tackled in this thesis. Note that detailed 
discussions and conclusions related to every case study can be found in the 
corresponding chapter. The general conclusions are presented herein. 
 Has been developed a multi-objective optimization approach to design 
complex central solar heating plants with seasonal storage taking into 
account the economic and environmental objectives simultaneously. The 
tool is intended to give support to the decision- and policy-makers. 
 
 Generally speaking, all the investigated case studies display ranges of 
viability for CSHPSS installation in their respective regions taking into 
account the long-term utilization of the plant. The overall trend indicates that 
for the installation to be more profitable from the economic point of view, a 
better distribution of available and demanded energy is preferable (and this 
strongly depends on the climate conditions). On the other hand, from the 
environmental point of view all the cases showed great long-term reduction 
comparing to a natural gas system. 
 
 The sensitivity analysis performed on the simulation-optimization model 
confirms fluctuations of around 10% in CSHPSS overall costs while 
increasing or decreasing the economic parameters up to 20%. Orders of 
magnitude higher dependency occurs in the total environmental impact of 
the CSHPSS while performing the same fluctuations in the economic 
parameters. 
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 Based on historically observed learning curves for the CSHPSS plants and 
the increasing trends in non-renewable energy costs, improved economic 
competitiveness is expected in the near future. 
 
 The power of emerging simulation-based optimization methods has been 
proved in real-world case studies, therefore demonstrating their great 
potential in the application to computationally expensive, complex problems 
of the modern engineering. 
 
 By the means of this work it has been proven that a sustainable 
development trajectory can be followed using the available tools. We have 
demonstrated that based on mathematical optimization models and 
methods, new decision-making support mechanisms can be developed to 
contribute towards the sustainable transition. 
FUTURE WORK 
Interesting new research lines were opened in the course of this work. Some of them 
have already drawn our attention; some others can potentially be the focus of future 
research works. 
The variable scale of CSHPSS systems is an interesting topic. Potentially we could 
develop a model able to determine optimal demand sizes for a CSHPSS to become 
economically and environmentally attractive in the eye of the consumer. Our ongoing 
work will help us determine the viability of small scale, single-family systems, which can 
be the first step in a new research line. 
Below we present potential research direction to be explored in the future: 
 This thesis has contributed to two key structural transformations (energy and 
urban sustainability transformation), trying to tackle basically the climate 
change planetary boundary. Four other key structural transformations can be 
explored in the future to help the remaining planetary boundaries return into 
acceptable levels. These transformations are: i) food security transformation, 
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ii) population transformation, iii) biodiversity management transformation, iv) 
private and public governance transformation. 
 
 The third sustainability pillar, social, was almost neglected in our research. 
Future works can incorporate social indicators as the third objective function. 
Although this task may seem challenging now due to the lack of 
standardized information on quantification of social aspects, new initiatives, 
like Social Life Cycle Assessment, are emerging and can become very 
attractive for a new research line. 
 
 The deterministic nature of our models can be modified including all sorts of 
uncertainties in order to provide much more robust solutions in the future. 
 
 Our CSHPSS models could be improved accounting for possible cooling 
demands from the consumers. This way the efficiency of the new system can 
potentially be increased, and overall costs and impacts can be gradually 
reduced.  
 
 In the direction of mathematical programming research line stays the 
development of surrogate models computationally much cheaper to solve 
then our rigorous TRNSYS simulation models. Surrogate models can 
noticeably accelerate the optimization process, opening new horizons for 
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